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Abstract
Minimally invasive techniques play a vital and increasing role in modern surgery. In these
procedures, surgical graspers are essential in replacing the surgeon’s fingertips as the main
manipulator of delicate soft tissues. Current graspers lack haptic feedback, restricting the
surgeon to visual feedback. Studies show that this can frequently lead to morbidity or task
errors due to inappropriate application of force. Existing research has sought to address these
concerns and improve the safety and performance of grasping through the provision of haptic
feedback to the surgeon. However, an effective method of grasping task optimisation has not
been found.
This thesis explores new sensing approaches intended to reduce errors when manipulating
soft tissues, and presents a novel tactile sensor designed for deployment in the grasper
jaw. The requirements were first established through discussion with clinical partners and
a literature review. This resulted in a conceptual approach to use multi-axis tactile sensing
within the grasper jaw as a potential novel solution.
As a foundation to the research, a study was conducted using instrumented graspers to
investigate the characteristics of grasp force employed by surgeons of varying skill levels.
The prevention of tissue slip was identified as a key method in the prevention of grasper
misuse, preventing both abrasion through slip and crush damage. To detect this phenomena,
a novel method was proposed based on an inductive pressure sensing system. To investigate
the efficacy of this technique, experimental and computational modelling investigations were
conducted. Computational models were used to better understand the transducer mechanisms,
to optimise sensor geometry and to evaluate performance in slip detection. Prototype sensors
were then fabricated and experimentally evaluated for their ultimate use in slip detection
viii
within a surgical grasper. The work concludes by considering future challenges to clinical
translation and additional opportunities for this research in different domains.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
MIS was originally introduced in 1983 [17] and has since become a staple technique around
the world. Rather than a single long incision to open the operating site, several smaller
incisions (typically 10-20mm long) are made at specific points to allow access the abdominal
cavity. The smaller incisions assist in a reduced recovery time, as well as reduced scarring to
the patient [18]. Several tooling ports, or trocars, are inserted through the incisions to offer
sealable access points for the tools to pass through [19]. The abdomen is then insufflated
with CO2 to provide extra working space for the surgeon. A laparoscope and several long
thin tools are then passed through the trocars (Figure 1.1) to provide vision and manipulation
at the operating site. Graspers are a key instrument used to manipulate and hold tissue in MIS
procedures, in essence replacing the surgeon’s fingertips. However, the mechanical nature of
these tools coupled with the reducing size of the end effectors amplify the pressures applied
to the grasped tissue.
While generally accepted as a superior method for reducing surgical damage, there are
some disadvantages. The instrumentation used prohibits the perception of forces, velocities,
and displacements of the tissues and the proprioception required for motor performance is
distorted [20]. Both manual and telerobotic tools also suffer from losses of haptic feedback
to the surgeon, thus increasing the likelihood of grasper misuse [21].
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(b)
(c)
(d)
(a)
Fig. 1.1 A schematic of abdominal MIS, indicating several key tools: (a) Trocar, (b) Grasper,
(c) Insufflated Abdomen, and (d) Laparoscope
The steep learning curve required to overcome these obstacles posed by MIS has long
been recognized as a potential hurdle for trainee surgeons, especially given the static training
models currently in place. Although virtual reality simulation has the potential to offer
important advantages in the area of training for new skills and procedures, evidence on the
transfer of skills from the simulated environment to the operating theatre is still limited,
especially in advanced surgical procedures [22].
These advanced procedures involve smaller and more delicate structures [23], increasing
the demand for enhanced force feedback from the tissue tool interface. While statistics
show an increased uptake of telerobotic systems for complex procedures [23], conventional
’hand operated’ laparoscopic surgery will continue to be a major component of modern
day surgery. The instrumentation for both procedures would benefit improvement and
innovation. Therefore there is a clear need for improved instrumentation in both conventional
and robotic-assisted laparoscopic surgery.
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Many technologies exist which may assist in this sensing increase, however many have
not been fully proven for use in this area. For this it is essential to review the existing
technologies and to focus the research on those deemed most suitable for the task.
1.1 Project Aim
The aim of the work is to develop and evaluate appropriate sensing technology to optimise
grasper usage in MIS.
1.1.1 Research Objectives
The objectives defined to achieve this aim are:
Objective 1 To identify appropriate sensing technologies which may be integrated into a
surgical grasper.
Objective 2 To characterise typical grasper use in laparoscopic surgery.
Objective 3 To develop a sensing concept and approach for the improvements of grasping
tasks.
Objective 4 To characterise and optimise sensor design parameters using experimental
and computational techniques.
Objective 5 To produce and evaluate a demonstrator of the sensing technology in labora-
tory conditions through clinical input.
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1.2 Thesis Overview
This thesis has been divided into 8 chapters. These chapters address each of the objectives
before the thesis is concluded with a general discussion and reflection on outcomes and
future opportunities.
Chapter 2: Literature Review
The current state of laparoscopic surgery is reviewed to assess potential areas for sensing
integration. Next the review presents applicable technologies. Mechanical measurement
is concluded as the key technology for tool integration. Different transducer methods are
assessed for the fulfilment of sensing within the surgical environment.
Chapter 3: An Analysis of Grasping Forces in MIS
This chapter presents work conducted with clinical partners to characterise the forces and
movements used in surgical grasping of delicate tissues. The work was conducted to better
understand clinical needs and technical requirements for the sensor system.
Chapter 4: Investigating Methods of Applying Sensing to Improve Grasper Perfor-
mance
This chapter presents and evaluates two sensing applications intended for use in a grasping
environment. This further defined technical requirements for the sensor based on the optimal
sensing approach.
Chapter 5: Investigating a Novel Sensing Method to Improve Laparoscopic Grasping
Tasks
This chapter uses computational and experimental methods to investigate the design param-
eters of a novel sensing technique to assess it’s fulfilment of the design parameters. This
assisted with the final selection of the sensor to be optimised in the subsequent chapter.
Chapter 6: Computational Optimisation of Inductive Tactile Sensors in 3D
This chapter focuses on the optimisation of design parameters through finite element simula-
tion. This produced the optimum sensor geometries for increased resolution.
Chapter 7: A Sensor for Slip Detection within a Grasper Jaw
1.2 Thesis Overview 5
This chapter focuses on assessing the capabilities of a prototype sensor to assess it’s concor-
dance with the design limitations and requirements. The sensor was used to fulfill criteria
established in previous chapters.
Chapter 8: General Discussion & Conclusions
The concluding chapter g.presents a general discussion of the outputs and findings from this
work in the context of the wider research field of surgical robotics and sensing systems. The
research objectives are then reviewed, and potential future pathways for the research are
established.

Chapter 2
Literature Review
This review presents a critical analysis of the literature relevant to the clinical problems
associated with laparoscopic graspers. In particular the lack of force feedback increasing the
chances of incorrect force application in tissue retraction is identified as a significant problem.
Initially, current advances to MIS grasper technology are presented, before identifying the
key properties of tissues which may be measured. The main body of the review focuses on a
variety of tactile sensing methods which may be integrated within a grasper face. The aim of
this chapter is to communicate a significant clinical need for grasper optimisation and the
methods which may be used to assist this optimisation. The review is concluded with the
selection of a sensing technique and a series of technical requirements which must be met.
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2.1 Minimally Invasive Surgery
Existing research seeking to reduce damage in MIS graspers has considered the geometry
and characteristics of the grasper jaw. In general, sharp jaws are used to prevent cases of
tissue slip [24], however sharp edges and corners on the grasping face increase the magnitude
of point stresses applied to the tissue [25] . These stresses can be reduced by rounding of
the geometries [26] in an effort to reduce damage, although excessive rounding can increase
the chances of tissue slip [27]. Other groups have looked toward soft graspers as a method
of stress reduction [1]. Instead of a large variance of elastic modulus between the tool and
tissue (found in grasper jaws made from stainless steels), a soft grasper would deform under
higher forces, applying much lower stresses to the tissue. Such a grasper would deform
to the geometry of the tissue providing a higher contact area to increase friction along the
tissue-tool interface, reducing the chances of slip [1].
2.2 Soft Tissue Properties
In open surgery, a surgeon may use several tissue properties to assess the quality of tissues as
they may be easily accesses and manipulated. Within MIS however there is little sensing
available for the surgeon, generally limited to visual feedback via the laparoscope and basic
haptic feedback transmitted through the tool mechanisms. In order to increase this available
sensing, the properties of tissue must first be assessed. Several properties may be used to
characterise tissues, presented in 2.1
Table 2.1 Various quantifiable measures to assess tissue quality
Mechanical Surface Thermal Electrical Chemical
Elasticity Roughness Temperature Conductivity pH
Hardness Coefficient of Conductivity Capacitance pO2
Density Friction Reactance Hydration
Tensile Strength
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(a) (b)
(c)
Fig. 2.1 Examples of Surgical grasper tips, (a) Short fenestrated and (b) Fine toothed forceps
(Surgical Innovations, Leeds, UK); and (c) Hammond’s soft atraumatic grasper, from [1]
The tissue properties available for analysis cover many fields, but several are unsuitable
for intra-operative sensing. The predominant properties to be assessed in this review are me-
chanical, electrical and electrochemical, each giving a different insight into the composition
and structure of different tissues. Each property was chosen for its potential for use within
a a surgical grasper, as well as previous work within the research group to be potentially
adapted for such use.
2.2.1 Biological Constitution of Soft Tissues
Due to their complex compositions, soft tissues exhibit many different properties depending
on the constituents and their orientation. The main constituents of tissue are cells and the
extracellular matrix (ECM) which control the function and structure of the tissue, respectively.
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The ECM consists predominantly of collagen and elastin and is saturated in ground substance
[28] (Figure 2.2).
Fig. 2.2 Diagram of connective tissue structure, indicating the matrix of collagen and elastin.
Fibroblast cells are also present within the matrix, from
Collagen(I) is the most abundant protein in the ECM, forming the bulk structure. It is a
helical protein organised into strands, giving varying isotropic and anisotropic mechanical
properties dependent on their orientation [29]. Tendons, for example, have an extremely
organised and tightly packed structure, leading to a strong axial tensile strength, but an
extremely weak radial strength. Stromal tissue, conversely, is composed of a web of collagen,
leading to isotropic tensile strength [2] 2.3.
Elastin is the secondary protein of the ECM, giving the tissue its elastic properties at low
strain [30]. At these lower strains, the bulk elastic modulus of tissue is dominated by the
modulus of elastin, due to the low modulus of coiled collagen. Once the helical structure
of the collagen straightens, the bulk elastic modulus is shifts to be dominated by collagen,
preventing over-extension of the elastin [28]. The fibres of the ECM are saturated in ground
substance, an amorphous gel-like substance containing water, proteins, and sugars [28]. It is
secreted by cells, and forms the base for the production and repair of molecules within the
matrix.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 2.3 Collagen microstructures of different tissues: a) Tendon, displaying parallel orienta-
tion and b)Stroma of the small intestine, showing a web-like structure, from [2]
2.2.2 Electrical Properties
For over a century, the electrical properties of tissue have been studied [31]. Two properties by
which issue can be electrically categorised are capacitance and conductance [32]. The relative
permittivity and Dielectric conductivity are heavily influenced by the internal physiology
and chemistry of the cells, with typical variances for different and diseased tissues, giving
potential for the use of such measurements as diagnostic methods [31, 33].
The mechanisms of conduction through electrolytes are not as simple as the models
used for solid conductors. In solid conductors, the transfer of electrons is direct through the
substance itself. In an electrolyte, charge is transmitted through the physical movement of
ionic particles through their solvent. This movement varies with ionic size as well as the
viscosity of the solution [34], and so limits the lower limit of the resistance of the solution,
and generates a time-dependent effect for the overall perceived resistance. The charges are
transferred to the circuit by their oxidation and reduction at the surface of the electrodes,
meaning the electrical assessment of tissues is linked with the field of electrochemistry.
Methods of electrical sensing have been proposed for surgery, however mainly focus on the
detection of benign regions [35], location of sub-surface structures [36] or detecting muscular
impulses [37].
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2.2.3 Electrochemical Properties
Electrochemistry is a field of study specialising in the relationships between chemical
reactions and electric charge. Typically, this refers to the reactions based at the surface
of an electrode in contact with an electrolyte [34]. Redox reactions at the boundary cause
the transfer of electrons between the ionic compounds dissolved in the electrolyte and the
conductive electrode. The rate of transfer of electrons from a particular solution is affected
by the reactivity of the electrode in question. This can be measured as the electrode potential
of a material, measured in reference to a hydrogen electrode, with a standard potential of
0V at all temperatures [38]. Two geometrically identical electrodes of different materials,
connected electrically and ionically via circuitry and a salt bridge, will produce a current
between them, with potential equal to the difference in standard potentials. In surgery,
analysis of the electrochemical properties has shown promise in tissue discrimination [39],
health assessment [40] and external biosensors to detect molecules present in the blood [41].
The main issues with such sensing methods are electrode reactions with the contacted tissue,
resulting in ions dispersed within tissues [42].
2.2.4 Mechanical Properties
The bulk mechanical properties of tissues are a widely researched area in biomechanics, and
so their use in future surgical interventions could be key. Unlike solid mechanics, soft tissues
do not respond in a Hookean manner to external forces. The non-linear nature of tissue is
dependent on several factors but is mainly based on the constituents of individual tissues,
as well as their arrangements [28, 43]. This is particularly true for the detection of cysts
and cancers, due to their tissues exhibiting a greater hardness than surrounding tissues [44].
Tissues may also display an orthotropic nature, with tissues such as blood vessels possessing
highly arranged layers of collagen, preventing radial expansion, yet giving little axial strength
[45]. In addition to this, tissue exhibits a time-dependent viscoelastic nature [3] (Figure 2.4),
whereby the viscous extracellular fluid may move throughout the ECM [46]. Due to this,
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tissue exhibits stress relaxation, where a constant applied strain will induce a time-dependent
decrease in stress, which must be accounted for in real-time models of tissue analysis [47].
Fig. 2.4 The influence of deformation speed on the viscoelastic properties of tendon, showing
increased elastic modulus at increased speed. Adapted from [3]
2.3 Current Surgical Graspers
Graspers are a key instrument used to manipulate and hold tissue in MIS procedures, in
essence replacing the surgeon’s fingertips. However, the mechanical nature of these tools
significantly impedes the sensation of force feedback to the surgeon, thus increasing the
likelihood of tissue over-compression and damage [21]. Up to 66% of damage in MIS can
be attributed to grasping forceps [48], showing a significant clinical need for improvements
in surgical tools to deliver force feedback and limit tissue trauma. The forces at which
over-compression occurs may be seen as an upper bound of grasping forces [4], above which
tissue will always be damaged. Conversely, a lower bound of compressive force may be
established at the point where tissue begins to slip from the grasper jaw (Figure 2.5) [49].
This creates a ’safe zone’ for grasping at which the grasper will perform optimally.
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Fig. 2.5 Indication of the ’safe’ grasping forces bounded by slip and crush forces, adapted
from [4]
There are two main limitations that may be improved upon [21, 50–52]:
1. The risk of tissue slipping from the grasper jaw (causing abrasion) due to insufficient
compressive forces.
2. The risk of excessive force application, effectively crushing the tissue.
These limitations all may be rectified with an increase in the availability of force sensing.
In particular, mechanical force measurement will allow rectifications of all limitations stated.
Therefore future investigation will focus solely on force, specifically tactile, sensors.
2.3.1 Placement of sensors
MIS graspers present several areas in which force sensors may be integrated which fall into
two main categories: internal and external sensors. Each of these have significant differences
in their advantages and disadvantages for an effective sensor.
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• Placement within the actuation method
of a grasper, either within the mechanical linkage or handle [25, 53–55], removes the
size constraints from any sensing module. The signal, however, is affected by friction
and backlash in the mechanism [53]. This can cause overestimation of grasping forces
in some cases [56].
• Proximal placement on the instrument shaft
has little size constraint, however the force readings will be affected by reaction forces
imparted on the tool by the trocars during movement [57]. Therefore other sensing
must be present in the system to compensate this error and make the method feasible.
• Distal placement on the instrument shaft
is free from the interferences of shaft flexion experienced further up the shaft , and
has the potential to measure multi axis force and torque on the end effector [6]. The
main disadvantage, however, is the size constraint. The sensor must be small enough
to pass through the trocar while being fixed upon the surface of the shaft. Generally,
the maximum diameter of trocar used is 15mm [58] offering an extremely small space
for instrumentation.
• Placement on the grasper face
has even more extreme size constraints than the lower shaft, with a maximum width
equal to that of the shaft diameter. There is a major benefit in this method is the direct
measurement of the tissue-tool interface with isolation from external interference. This
also allows direct measurement of multi axis contact force but the difficulty of torque
measurement is increased. The sensor, however, must fit on the extremely small face
requiring a miniaturised technology.
Direct measurement of the tissue tool interface through sensing at the grasper tip will
offer the highest fidelity measurement of applied forces to the tissue, and so will be the main
focus in the research.
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2.3.2 Tissue-tool Interaction Pressures in Grasping Tasks
Before requirements for the sensor can be produced, first the force ranges for the tactile
sensors must be established. The existing research using instrumented laparoscopic graspers
provides much information on the forces applied during general tasks, such as knot tying
[59], but is limited in the application to soft tissue. Brown’s BlueDRAGON indicated a
maximum compressive force of 68.17N applied by surgeons [60]. This is not sufficient
for the measurement of the tissue-tool interface however, as the tips of graspers come in
many sizes, and surgeons will grasp with varying percentages of the face. To adequately
correlate between different grasping faces, the force must be converted to a contact pressure.
De’s motorised endoscopic grasper (MEG) used this force as reference, and applied various
contact pressures up to 240kPa to liver tissue [25]. Barrie used an instrumented grasper to
analyse the forces applied to porcine colon in a simple handling task [54], and deduced a
maximum applied pressure of 300kPa.
2.4 Mechanical Measurement in a Grasping Environment
The intrinsic properties of tissue can be analysed to provide methods of characterisation.
This characterisation would allow the differentiation between different tissue types within a
surgical environment. One main feature of many of the potential technologies is the ability
to display data to a surgeon in real-time, allowing precise movements within the body to
be monitored effectively. Of the above properties, mechanical measurement offers the best
potential for integration into a grasper. Therefore, several methods of mechanical assessment
are assessed in comparison to current techniques.
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2.4.1 Techniques in open surgery
Palpation is a common technique for assessing tissues within open surgery. It is generally
performed by two techniques, either sliding the fingers across the tissue or probing individual
points of interest. This gives a surgeon an overview of the tissue they are examining, with
less elastic tissue structures, such as tumours and scarring, being easily detected below the
surface by the human finger [61]. As the fingertips can sense both compressive and shear
forces, texture and friction may also be sensed. In order to replicate such sensations, and
sensing method chosen must possess multi-axis force sensing.
2.4.1.1 Mechanics of Fingertip Sensing
Before assessing appropriate tactile sensing technologies, first the gold standard of current
surgical sensing must be assessed: The human fingertip. Fingertips are capable of sensing
compression, shear, friction, temperature and texture. In particular, the sensing of shear and
friction allows highly dextrous handling of objects, in particular soft wet surfaces [62]. If
the sensations observed at the fingertip could be replicated in a robotic sensor, manipulators
would be capable of ’smart’ gripping that is more accurate imitation of human grip.
The structure of the fingertip offers an insight into it’s sensing capabilities. Four types of
mechanoreceptor are dispersed through the soft tissue, each sensing individual segments of
the overall sensation [5, 63].
• Meissner’s Corpsucles are located superficially and detect dynamic forces. They are
particularly useful in the detection of slip of a grasped object.
• Merkel’s discs are located superficially and detect sustained compressive forces. They
assist in the perception of shape and texture in a grasped object.
• Pacanian corpsucles are located deeper into the tissue and detect high frequency
vibrations.
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• Ruffini Ccorpsucles are located deep within the fingertip and along the finger. They
operate independently to applied forces and allow the detection of finger position.
Various free nerve endings also exist in the upper layers of the skin in order to detect
temperature and pain. Of the above receptors, the Meissner’s corspucles and Merkels’s discs
account for around 40% and 25% of the total receptors in the fingertip [5]. They also are
responsible for the sensations most used in palpation of tissues in open surgery. If a tactile
sensor can accurately replicate the functions of these receptors, it can be seen as an adequate
replacement for a surgeons fingertips in MIS.
Fig. 2.6 Schematic of the location of various mechanoreceptors in the fingertip, from [5]
2.4.2 Resistive sensors
2.4.2.1 Strain Gauges
Strain gauges are one of the most common technologies used to sense forces. They consist
of a thin metal wire, typically in a parallel zig-zag pattern, upon a flexible polyimide
substrate (Fig 2.7a). Once bent, the electrical resistance of the wire changes, which can
then be calibrated to force. While a standard strain gauge is limited to a single DoF, several
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orientations exist which allow multiple DoF, such as the Stewart Platform [6] and the Maltese
cross [7] (Fig 2.7).
(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 2.7 (a) Example of a 1D strain gauge, (b) Stewart Platform arrangement (labelled
Force/Torque Sensor) [6], (c) The Maltese Cross arrangement [7]
In literature, there are several examples of strain gauges being used within a surgical
grasper. The simplest implementation of strain gauges is to use a commercial load cell within
an existing tool. This technique was used by De and Barrie [25, 54] to measure contact force
at the tool tip by implementing a single-axis load cell within the grasper mechanism. Rosen
[64] also used a similar method, incorporating a single-axis cell within the grasper handle to
detect tensile forces in the mechanism. These graspers are able to achieve good resolutions
of contact force, however show limitations in the error level of the measurements (up to 30%
of the true force value [64]). These limitations stem from the location of the load cell, as the
measurements experience errors through backlash and friction in the mechanism [54, 64].
Therefore for the precise measurement of contact forces through analysis of mechanism
forces is insufficient for use in grasping.
Because of this, some groups have incorporated strain gauges to the distal end of the
grasper mechanism. This reduces the mechanism effects above and theoretically gives a
more accurate value of tip forces. Kubler et al. [6, 65] introduced a stewart platform load cell
arrangement to the distal end of the grasper to detect the forces present on the end effector
under grasping. Due to the cable-driven actuation of the end effector, contact forces were also
measured. The device exhibited high sensitivity, 0.25N in z, 0.05N in x,y, however suffered
from interference in the contact force measurement. This was caused by the same axis of
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force (z) recording both the tension in the mechanism as well as any pull forces applied. For
such a sensor to perform in the grasping task this would need to be calibrated out through
use of other sensors. Strain gauges also suffer in their performance with exposure to high
temperatures and pressure. Typical responses are an increase in hysteresis and drift. For
use within a surgical tool, this must be rectified to allow sterilisation by autoclave. Trejos
[66] investigated an encapsulation method for strain gauges designed to prevent these effects
from the autoclaving process. Results show that the hysteresis error caused by sterilisation is
reduced, however the encapsulated gauges have a limited survival under repeated sterilisation,
generally surviving only 5 autoclave cycles [66].
Strain gauges show potential for multi-axis surgical sensing, as they are innately contained
and can function in wet environments. The major disadvantage, however, is the manufacturing
complexity of the structures needed to increase the DoF are relatively high. Therefore they
must be fully sealed before use on the end-effector to prevent contamination with external
biomatter [67].
2.4.2.2 Piezoresistive Sensors
Piezorestors are defined as materials which exhibit a varying resistance under applied stresses.
Two main classes exist: doped silicon and nanocomposites. Doped silicons act in a similar
manner to strain gauges, yet have a higher sensitivity and measurement range. Takashi et
al. [8, 68] developed a triaxis force sensor using pairs of doped silicon beams in multiple
directions to sense axial and shear forces in a 10 x 10 mm package (Fig. 2.8). The sensor
allowed measurements upt to 400 kPa (40N) normal,and 10N shear force. The sensor-specific
bandwidth is not stated, however other similar sensing methods have achieved around 100
Hz [69]. The main problems with such sensors is a hysteresis up to around 15% [70], as well
as the complex manufacturing methods required to produce them.
Nanocomposites consist of a soft elastomer substrate doped with conductive fillers to
produce a piezoresistive effect. Contact between individual particles of the filler produces
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(a)
(b) (c)
Fig. 2.8 Takashi’s piezoresistive triaxis tactile sensor: (a) Schematic indicating silicon beams,
(b) the bridge used for measurements [8], and (c) photo of the full sensor design [9]
a complex conduction pathway with relatively high resistance (Fig. 2.9a). As a pressure
is applied, the filler particles are forced closer together and more contact is created. This
causes more direct conduction paths, and reduces the observed resistance [71]. Typically
fillers are metal- [72, 73] or carbon-based [71, 74]. Carbon fillers are generally will give
better mechanical properties in the resulant nanocomposite, as some metal can have adverse
effects on the flexibility of the final structure.
Nanocomposites are omniaxially conductive, and in a basic structure will only offer a
single axis of force data. There are some examples, however, of structures to allow multiple
degrees of freedom form soft piezoresistive materials. Li [10] produced a triaxis tactile
sensor using a carbon black doped film as the resistive element. The sensor used a ’seesaw’
like model to detect non axial forces (Fig. 2.9c), whereby a shear force would cause uneven
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(a) (b)
Fig. 2.9 (a) Li’s triaxis tactile sensor [10]; (b) Operating principle of Li’s sensor [10]
compression of the film about the pivot. The sensor performed comparably to an off the shelf
multi-axis load cell in testing, at a fraction of the cost. The sensor suffered from repeatibility
issues over extended use, as well as significant drift from the carbon black film used.
Piezoresistive sensors are widely used transducer method in tactile sensing. While
generally precise and robust, manufacturing complexity of both micromachined silicon
beams and nanocomposites is high. Therefore such sensors would be relatively expensive
both in time input and cost.
2.4.3 Capacitive Sensors
Capacitive sensors rely on the deformation of a dielectric substrate between two electrodes
as the transducer mechanism for the detection of force [75]. Generally, they have a high
spatial resolution and good frequency response, however are susceptible to crosstalk between
channels [76]. Many examples of capacitive sensors have been produced in recent years,
both in array and multi-axis forms. As an array, capacitive sensors rely on scanning the
intersection points of several perpendicular electrodes electrodes, separated by a dielectric
layer [11, 77, 78] (Fig. 2.10a). In this manner, a capacitive array can be used as a ’sensing
skin’. Such skins have been developed for both anthropomorphic [79, 80] and surgical
manipulators [81] offering single-axis sensing in a similar manner to that of the human
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fingertip. Other arrangements of capacitive nodes can offer 3-axis sensing. Wang [82] and
Lee [12] both used 2 × 2 arrays of capacitive nodes with soft structures placed above the
centre axis (Fig 2.10b). A ’hard’ version of the sensor has been produced by Asano [83]
using a CMOS circuit with a 3-axis node of 2.5 × 2.5 mm. Using additive and differential
signals from the nodes, both normal and shear forces may be calculated.
(a)
(b)
Fig. 2.10 (a) Schematic of a Capacitive tactile array, indicating two layers of perpendicular
electrodes, from [11], and (b) Multiaxis capacitive tactile sensing principle, from [12]
Such sensors offer better frequency response and sensitivity than that of resistive sensors,
however suffer from a vulnerability to electromagnetic noise and crosstalk between channels.
While the sensing nodes are relatively compact, complex manufacturing processes are used
to produce them.
2.4.4 Computer Vision
With advances in neural networks and machine learning, computer vision is becoming a
robust method for determining compressive and shear loading. In this field there are two
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main sensors relying on similar methods. Bristol University’s ’TacTip’ tracks the changes
in the size and spacing of regularly spaced markers within an elastomeric dome to detect
deformation of the surface [13]. Several versions have been produced including one designed
as a grasping surface with the ability to dexterously handle objects [84].
(a)
(b)
Fig. 2.11 (a) Bristol’s TacTip and internal view of displacement markers [13], (b) Gelsight
sensor and shear measurement markers [14]
MIT’s GelSight can detect the surface topography of a sample using the shadows from
three coloured light sources. In a similar manner to the TacTip, estimations of three axis
forces can also be produced by calculating the change in size and position of a random array
of dark markers on the sensing surface. While both sensors offer three axis force sensing
with relatively good accuracy, their main problem with the use in a surgical setting is the
cameras used in sensing. The size of the sensing body is fully reliant on the size of the
camera, from which high resolution images are needed. Also the use of computer vision
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for real-time sensing is difficult, with sensing being reliant on the 60 Hz frame-rate of the
cameras used for sensing.
2.4.5 Optical Fibre Sensors
Fibre Bragg sensors make use of distributed Bragg reflectors along a section of optical cable
to prevent the transmission of certain wavelengths along the cable. The Bragg grating reflects
a particular wavelength of light while allowing all other wavelengths to pass. This wavelength
is dependent on both the refractive index of the grating and the distance between reflectors
in the grating (grating period). As stress is applied to the fibre the grating period changes,
thereby creating a measurable change in the reflected wavelength [85, 86].
Fig. 2.12 (a) Principles of the fibre Bragg grating (b) indicating the absorption wavelength
change under stress, from [15]
FBG-based sensing is a promising technology for healthcare, particularly useful is the
immunity of the fibre optics used to the electromagnetic fields in MRI scanners [87]. A
main disadvantage of the technique is the effects of temperature on the grating. Thermal
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expansion of the fibre will also cause a shift in the reflected wavelength causing a significant
source of error. Some groups have mitigated this through use of redundant gratings which
do not experience stresses from applied forces, using a shift across all gratings to calculate
the temperature change [88–90]. Others have taken advantage of the ability to locate the
electronics distant to the sensing surface to create various surgical tools with multi-DoF force
sensing capabilities at the tool-tip [88, 91]. Zarrin et Al. developed a electrical discharge
machined grasping surface with two embedded FBGs to detect compressive and pull forces in
surgery [92]. Each grasper face consisted of a sliding platform to measure axial forces, with a
soft surface to measure normal force. The sensorachieved ranges of 10N and 6N compressive
and axial forces, respectively. The sensor bandwidth is dependent on the external interrogator
used, up to 500 Hz with the stated model (SM130, Micron Optics Inc., USA). Generally
FBG tactile sensors have shown high sensitivity with resistance to many external factors such
as moisture [93] and magnetic fields. The main limiting factors in the technology are based
in the electronics needed to measure the changing absorption wavelength. FBG interrogators
are generally quite large, and as such cannot be mounted to a grasper directly [94]. As the
fibre must be physically connected to the interrogator, and such graspers would require a
cabled connection to an external sensing bank. While this problem would be less significant
in robotic surgery, the application to non-robotic graspers would be difficult.
2.4.6 Other Transducer Methods
2.4.6.1 Hall Effect based Sensors
Magnetic field based sensors are a relatively new method of force sensing providing multi-
axis force measurements through the detection of a changing magnetic field. The technique
exploits recent advances in MEMs Hall-Effect sensors to provide high performance, multi-
axis force sensing at a low cost. Wang et al [16, 95] present a tactile sensing node and a
full analysis of it’s design parameters. In the sensor, a fixed magnetic field source, such as
a neodymium magnet, is fixed above a soft silicone substrate. As forces are applied, the
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magnet displaces in 3D, causing a change in magnetic field in the sensor below (Fig. 2.13).
This displacement can be calibrated to the force input, and is dependant on the mechanical
properties of the soft substrate. As such, the sensing characteristics can be readily ‘tuned’
through adaption of sensor design variables, principally the geometry and material properties
of an elastomer core which deforms with applied load. The specified design was a 12 mm
diameter cylinder of elastomer with 6 mm height. Using Ecoflex 00-30, the calibrated forces
were 4 N and 0.5 N in normal and shear, but may be varied with differing erlastomer stiffness.
The sensor bandwidth was 100 Hz, with a hysteresis of 3.4%. The main disadvantage of such
sensors is the interference caused by disturbances to the magnetic field. These disturbances
can originate as the result of a changing external field, or by the presence of a ferromagnetic
mass morphing the local field.
Fig. 2.13 Wang’s MagOne, indicating the applied force deforming the sensor, and therefore
the sensed magnetic field, from [16]
2.4.6.2 Inductive Tactile Sensors
Inductive tactile sensors use the varying inductance of a coil to determine force changes.
This variance may be caused by several effects, including varying coil geometry [96, 97],
magnetic resistance [98] and the eddy current effect [99–101]. Most inductive sensors use a
deformable elastomer as a substrate to moderate the inductance change and to calibrate the
change to a known force. In a similar manner to other elastomer-based sensing techniques,
the resolution and range of the sensor may be varied dependent on the material properties
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of the substrate used. Multi-axis configurations may be produce by increasing the number
of coils present in a single sensing module. Du’s three coil [102] and Wang’s four coil [99]
three axis configurations present both high and low force range sensors.
Such sensors have been shown to be highly resistant to external influences and extremely
robust, even functioning in a fully submerged environment. Wang’s sensor showed a band-
width of 500 Hz, with hysteresis of 5.4%. The sensors have been shown to exhibit long-term
drift over several weeks of functioning [103], however this was below 7% over an 8 hour
period. While showing potential in sensing, the design parameters of existing sensors are not
well understood, with most papers not considering the design characteristics of the sensor.
(c)
Fig. 2.14 Working principles of Wang’s three axis SITS (a) target movement and (b) Elastomer
deformation; and (c) SITS achieving mN precision under contact with a leaf.
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2.5 Summary of Literature
This review has investigated the limitations in the performance of surgical graspers, and
methods which may improve their usage. In summary there is a distinct clinical need
for increased sensing capabilities within surgical graspers for both manual and telerobotic
laparoscopy. Prevention of slip and over-compression have been identified as important
issues to the clinical community which may be solved by incorporating tactile sensing within
the grasper.
A series of requirements have been identified from the literature, based upon the parame-
ters expected in a surgical environment and standard tactile sensing principles:
• Sensor Location
The sensor must be located directly on the grasper face rather than a more proximal
location on the instrument shaft or mechanism. This will reduce measurement errors
and improve reliability through the removal of both mechanism losses [57]. This
creates a tighter constraint on the sensor geometry, the sensor must be able to fit
within the size constraints of the grasper jaw to measure the direct tissue-tool interface.
Generally the jaw of a grasper is around 5 mm width, and between 10 - 30 mm long
[104].
• Real-time feedback (Bandwidth)
The sensor must be able to relay information on the changes of the measured property
to the user in Real-Time. If not, the lag introduced by the sensor could increase surgery
times and increase patient risk [105]. For such measurement to occur, a minimum
bandwidth of 100 Hz is suggested, with an optimal value of 500 Hz. This allows for
the detection of both mechanical properties of the tissue, as well as slip events [106].
• Pressure Range
An approximate pressure of 300 kPa has been proposed as the upper limit of grasping
pressure. Coupled with the grasper size constraint of 5 × 10 mm, this gives a force
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range of up to 9 N for a sensing body equal to the full size of the grasper face [54]. The
shear force range is yet unknown, and so should be investigated. While some research
has been performed into the pressures applied during MIS procedures, there is a need
for further investigation. Existing research has either focused on shaft forces [60] or
with single participants [54]. To fully understand the pressures applied, a study should
be performed across different surgeon experiences to understand the range of forces
applied. Sensor hysteresis should also be kept to a minimum, to prevent error over
multiple grasping actions.
• Multi-axis Measurement
To reduce the chance of incorrect force application through MIS graspers, the ’safe
area’ proposed by Heijnsdijk may be further investigated. Both the upper bound of
tissue crushing, and lower bound of slip prevention must be investigated to find the
tissue response under compressive and shear forces and to find the better technique for
assisting in grasping tasks. For this, a multi-axis force sensor will be needed on the
face of the grasper, to measure the forces applied to the tissue.
Typical parameters of the reviewed sensing methods are presented in Table 2.2. From
the sensing requirements, the Soft Inductive Tactile Sensor proposed by Wang [100] fits the
requirements well, as it is applicable to a range of forces, has a sufficient bandwidth, and it’s
function as a multi-axis sensor has been shown. The main disadvantage of the sensor is it’s
size. For use in a grasping environment, inductive sensors would require miniaturisation to
fit within the 5 x 10 mm constraint of the grasper face. The reviewed inductive sensors are
early prototypes, and as such there is a significant gap in the research on their optimisation
and miniaturisation.
Before this occurs, the mechanics of grasping must be further established. In particular,
further data must be acquired and analysed to assess the ’safe’ bounds of grasping. For
this, typical grasping pressures will be needed. Next, the mechanical response of tissue will
be analysed in further depth along each of the bounds to define both the normal and shear
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ranges required for the sensor. After this, the sensor may be miniaturised to fit within the
size constraint, and optimised using the parameters obtained.
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Table 2.2 Typical key parameters of various sensing techniques
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Chapter 3
An Analysis of Grasping Forces in MIS
In this chapter, an analysis of surgical grasping forces is performed to inform the pressure
applied in the later chapters. This section aims to define the mechanical forces applied to
tissues by surgeons using minimally invasive graspers. This force will give a guideline for
the forces applied to tissue in future chapters. An existing instrumented laparoscopic grasper
[54] was used to record the forces of thirty-four participants of various skill levels with
laparoscopic tools. Significant differences were observed between low and high experience
surgeons, with higher experience showing a more consistent grasp force. This work is used
to inform future chapters, as an upper bound for pressures in parametric tissue compressions,
and to help define the requirements for potential sensing technologies.
Work contributing to this chapter was published in the Journal of Endourology:
Jones, DP; Jaffer, A; Alazmani, A; Biyani, CS; and Culmer, P., 2018. Analysis of me-
chanical forces used during laparoscopic training procedures. Journal of Endourology.
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3.1 Introduction
During open surgical procedures, the surgeon receives direct haptic feedback when manipu-
lating tissues and is, therefore, able to regulate the amount of exerted forces, so that they are
sufficient to prevent tissue slipping out of the instrument, yet not excessive to prevent tissue
damage. Moreover, direct vision and 3D visual cues are available; hand–eye coordination is,
therefore, preserved. With the advent of MIS, long rigid instruments have been introduced
between the surgeon’s hands and the tissue, and, therefore, the direct feedback of mechanical
forces are inhibited. The current instrumentation obstructs the perception of forces, velocities,
and displacements of the tissues and the proprioception required for motor performance is
distorted [2]. With direct haptic feedback, the trainee is able to perform laparoscopic tasks
more consistently [107]. This is likely to be a result of better differentiation of tissue types
with the use of direct vision as well as tactile feedback [108]. The direct feedback from
tissue handling is diminished in MIS and, therefore, the discrepancy between ‘safe’ and
potentially ‘traumatic’ mechanical forces applied to tissues is far more discrete as compared
with traditional approaches in surgery.
3.1.1 Chapter Objectives
In order to fully understand the mechanics of surgical grasping, it was first needed to asses
the forces applied by surgeons through graspers. This section details the investigation into
grasping forces in order to inform future research into sensor development. The following
objectives were identified:
Objective 3.1 To define a methodology for the measurement of laparoscopic grasping
forces.
Objective 3.2 To investigate the relationship between surgeon experience and applied
grasping pressure.
Objective 3.3 To define a range of forces used by a typical surgeon in MIS grasping tasks.
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Objective 3.4 To define the clinical and technological requirements for tactile sensing
technologies.
3.2 Recording Surgical Grasping Forces
While previous studies have aimed to define the forces used in surgical grasping tasks
[25, 54], the definitions of applied force are limited to two specific tissue types: colon and
liver. While this gives an insight into the forces used to define the clinical requirements of a
force sensor, further investigation is required on different tissue types to fully understand
them. To investigate this, a study of grasping forces was proposed on ex vivo porcine ureter.
The research was collaborative with a consultant urologist (Leeds Teaching Hospitals NHS
Trust) and was conducted at a training event for junior doctors at St James’ Teaching Hospital
(Leeds, UK). An existing pair of instrumented graspers [54] were used to record the normal
forces applied to tissue under various grasping conditions.
3.3 Materials and Methods
Thirty-four participants with varying levels of experience in MIS participated in the experi-
ment. The skill levels were defines by the number of years experience a participant had with
the use of surgical graspers. Novices were defined as junior doctors with no specialist (1-2
years experience in medicine), intermediates as surgeons who were in surgical speciality
training, and experts were defined as surgeon who had completed their training (Consultant
level in the UK).
3.3.1 Instrumented Laparoscopic Graspers
To perform the experiment, first it was needed to record force data using an existing sensing
laparoscopic grasper. Horeman [109] states that the main parameters required to be measured
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in MIS graspers are the compressive pressure and face angle. To measure these, the tools
produced by Barrie [54] were used. The device consisted of commercial modular grasper,
with a sensing module added between the shaft and handle of the grasper (Figure 3.1). The
sensing module consisted of a 200N tension load cell positioned in-line with the existing
mechanism to measure grasp force; and a hall effect sensor coupled with a moving magnet
to measure the movement of the mechanism, thereby measuring the grasper face angle.
The sensors were calibrated across a range of values, and achieved resolutions of 0.005N
and 0.1deg respectively. The module was enclosed in a 3D printed housing, with the full
instrumentation module weighing 90g.
Fig. 3.1 A photo of the instrumentation module of the grasper, indicating the key components
3.3.1.1 Grasper Mechanism Effect
While the recording of force would allow a comparative metric between different surgeons,
it does not fully reflect the forces applied to the tissue for all graspers. For this, the shaft
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forces must be converted to face pressures. This allowed a direct comparison between forces
applied by different grasper jaw types, making the metric significant beyond the graspers
used in this study. Russell [53] proposed a mathematical model for the conversion of shaft
forces to a tip force for a scissor-style laparoscopic grasper (Equation 3.1). Using the grasper
face angle and shaft tension, the results can be converted to a point force at the tip.
Lj
LA
LB
Ft
0
Fig. 3.2 Schematic diagram of the grasper mechanism used to calculate the tip force: Ft - Tip
Force, L j - Jaw Length, Θ - Jaw angle, Θ0 - Jaw Angle Offset, LA,B - Mechanism Linkage
Length
Ft =
LA
2L j
cos
(
Θ+Θ0 + sin−1
(
LA sin(Θ+Θ0)
LB
))
. . .
. . .cos
(
sin−1
(
LA sin(Θ+Θ0)
LB
))
FIN
(3.1)
The values in table 3.1 were substituted into the equation, taken from the geometry of
the grasper mechanism. To simplify this calculation, it was assumed that under grasping
conditions the face angle was 0°. Once substituted, this gave Equation 3.2.
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Parameter Symbol Value
Jaw Offset Angle Θ0 21.80°
Linkage ’A’ Length LA 3.770 mm
Linkage ’B’ Length LB 3.200 mm
Jaw Face Angle Θ Assumed 0°
Table 3.1 Values quantified from the grasper mechanism
Ft =
0.333A
L j
FIN (3.2)
From the tip force, it was then required to calculate a contact pressure. For this, contact
area between the grasper and tissue sample was needed. As this could not be measured
directly, it was estimated to be between one- and two-thirds of the total jaw length. A grasp
area of less than one third gives a non-secure grip on the tissue, whereas areas greater than
two-thirds from the tip experience higher pressures closer to the hinge. Using these two
values, the upper and lower bounds of a grasp were calculated (Figure 3.3). For the later
results, only the higher bound of pressure is discussed, giving a ’worst case’ scenario for
each grasping task.
3.3.2 Experimental Procedure
The instrumented graspers were used to analyse the grasping forces in a simulated surgical
environment. A portable laparoscopic box trainer (Eosim) was used in combination with a
high definition webcam (C920 HD Pro, Logitech) and PC screen to replicate the visual envi-
ronment of MIS (Figure 3.4). Samples of porcine ureter (frozen and defrosted) were divided
in to 50mm sections, and spatulated from the distal end. The samples were then pinned to
the base of the simulated environment at the proximal end. The grasping study consisted of
34 participants, split between 8 experts, 10 intermediates and 16 novices. Participants were
asked to grasp the sample in three positions with each hand on the corresponding edge of the
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Fig. 3.3 Example grasp data obtained by the instrumented graspers. The upper and lower
bounds of calculated pressure (rangeing between 1/3 and 2/3 of the face) are indicated.
sample. Each of these positions was designated to be grasped either 1, 5, or 10 times. The
grasp forces and grasper face angle were recorded, along with a video of each task.
3.3.3 Data Processing
The data was post-processed using a custom LabVIEW VI to identify the force and duration
of each grasp, where the force and angle passed two thresholds. For each grasp, the peak
pressure (PMAX ) was identified and mean pressure (PRMS) was calculated (Figure 3.5). To
eliminate the bias of hand dominance, an Edinburgh Handedness survey was completed by
each participant.
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Fig. 3.4 The test setup in use, showing the simulated environment and positioning of the
participants
3.4 Results
Each participant performed the three tasks with both their dominant and non-dominant hand,
totalling 32 grasps. Example shaft force profiles for a single grasp are presented in Figure 3.6.
Novices show an erratic profile, with an inability to hold a consistent force. Intermediates
apply a similar magnitude of force, holding the tissue more consistently but still showing
fluctuations in force. Experts use the least force, and under holding the force trend resembles
a perfect stress relaxation of soft tissue [110]. The average grasp for each training level is
presented in Figure 3.7. The average grasps indicate some further general characteristics of
the force applied by the different training levels. Novices used a mid-range force, which once
again showed major fluctuations. Intermediates used a greater force which was reduced to a
lower level relatively quickly. Experts however used a low force and held a very consistent
grasp. The expert group also grasped much slower than the the others, indicated by the lower
rate of force increase.
To establish the correct metric at which further results will be compared to, the differences
between peak (PMAX ) and mean (PRMS) force were assessed. Figure 3.10 presents the mean
PMAX and PRMS values for each skill level. Significant correlation was observed between
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Fig. 3.5 Example of idealised Grasping data, not from experimental use. Indicates the Peak
Force (FMAX ), average force (FRMS) and the force threshold at which grasps were detected
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Fig. 3.6 Example grasp traces for (a) Novice, (b) Intermediate, and (c) Expert participants
PMAX and PRMS (Pearson Correlation, r=0.97, p<0.0005) (Fig. 3.8). Owing to this, the
reported results only focus on PMAX .
Figure 3.9 shows a summary of grasps across tasks for the three skill levels separated
by task. While the intermediate and expert groups applied similar forces between all tasks,
the novices seem to apply slightly lower forces under tasks with a greater number of actions.
A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted to compare the effect of the
three different tasks on peak force, yielding no significant differences (F(2,1084)=0.28,
p=0.753). Separated by training level, there were no significant differences between tasks,
with significance p=0.836, 0.859, 0.387 for the novice, intermediate and expert groups.
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Fig. 3.7 The average grasp profile for each training level ± SEM
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Fig. 3.8 Mean PMAX and PRMS separated by experience level
The difference in forces between skill levels is also shown. Novice and intermediate
participants are shown to apply a similar level of forces, while experts are shown to apply
lower force. This indicates both a greater degree of dexterity and a more precise ability to
discern forces, gained the the increased experience with the tools. The statistics echoed this,
one-way ANOVA showed that there was a statistically significant difference with those more
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Fig. 3.9 Mean peak pressures for each task, separated by experience level
experienced applying consistently lower mechanical forces (F(2,1084)=21.36, p<0.0005),
with no significant difference between the lower training levels (p = 0.422) (Figure 3.9).
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Fig. 3.10 Average maximum pressure ± 95% confidence interval for each training level
The relationship between handedness and surgeon skill was also assessed and pre-
sented in Figure 3.10. Handedness alone did not show a statistically significant interaction
(F(1,1084)=0.06, p=0.806), but the interaction effect (training X hand) was (F(2,1084)=5.66,
p=0.004). Therefore it was investigated whether handedness was significant in individual
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groups. Figure 3.10 clearly shows a lower peak force for the novice dominant hand, whereas
the expert group’s dominant hand was higher. These relationships are present in the statistical
analysis. The intermediate group showed no significant difference between the hands, but
the effect of dominant hand is significant in the novices (significantly lower,F(1,510)=6.70,
p=0.010) and experts (significantly higher,F(1,250)=9.601, p<0.020). In particular for the
expert case, discussions with the clinician participants revealed that the non-dominant hand
is favoured for grasping tasks, further cementing the effect of experience increasing control
over grasping forces.
3.5 Discussion
The reduced haptic feedback from laparoscopic surgeries as compared with conventional
open techniques [111, 112] places a significantly greater upon surgeons in training to be
able to differentiate between the subtleties of safe and excessive mechanical forces. There
is evidence to suggest that experience is the most important factor in allowing the surgeon
to develop a safer sense of mechanical forces applied to tissues [113]. This evidence was
echoed by the results obtained in this chapter, wherein it is shown that there are significant
discrepancies in the mechanical forces applied to tissue between novice/intermediate trainees
as compared with experts. Horeman et al [109] also observed similar findings. Whereas
the novice/intermediate groups were applying significantly higher forces onto tissue with
increased variability over grasp time,the expert group showed a far greater level of force
consistency with significantly reduced levels of forces applied as shown in Figure 3.10.
In vivo, there is a direct, graded response between forces applied and tissue damage with
liver and small bowel being most susceptible and ureter most robust [25]. In addition, certain
laparoscopic complications can be attributed directly to tissue handling. One study analysing
the errors during laparoscopic cholecystectomies showed that graspers were the most fre-
quently involved instrument in erroneous task performance: 70 out of 189 errors (37%) in
20 procedures. Importantly, 14 out of the 70 grasping errors (20%) were due to excessive
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forces while 40 out of 70 (57%) resulted from insufficient applied force to hold tissue [114].
A further study investigating erroneous task performance during 977 laparoscopic operations
performed by 20 surgeons, graspers came third in frequency of causing complications (53%),
after coagulators and dissectors. The threshold of safe mechanical pressure that one can
apply is dependent on the type of tissue surface and therefore further work is required to
firstly identify these thresholds to inform future research on sensing within the grasper face.
The average pressure applied across all groups was 169 kPa, however outlying results
from the expert category were up to around 300kPa. This was comparable with previous
results as found by De et al. [25] using a different instrumented grasping system. While 170
kPa gives a good estimate of the pressures that will generally be exerted, future chapters will
use 300kPa as a maximum threshold for applied pressure.
3.6 Chapter Summary
In this chapter the pressures applied by surgeons in grasping conditions are identified. An
existing pair of instrumented graspers with sensing at the proximal end of the shaft was
used to record pressures applied by doctors at various stages along the training pathway.
Typically, surgeons across all skill levels will apply around 170kPa on average under grasping
conditions. While this will encompass most cases, outlying data showed forces up to around
300kPa. As such, future sensors in the research will be required to apply up to 300kPa to be
valid for the full training pathway, while should maintain sufficient sensitivity at the levels
applied by experts - around 50kPa.

Chapter 4
Investigating Methods of Applying
Sensing to Improve Grasper
Performance
This chapter aims to assess sensing applications for the use within a surgical tool. From the
analysis of literature, it was evident that the mechanical measurement of tissue properties
showed the most promise for integration, yet the application of the increased sensing was not
defined. Therefore metrics based on contact and shear force were tested for their efficacy
in either the prediction of damage or the optimising of grasping mechanics. Firstly, the
Normalised Stress Rate of compression (NSRc) was analysed. Initially proposed by Chandler
et al. [115], the NSRc was intended to allow the analysis of a tissue’s quality during the initial
compression stage. Secondly, the prevention of slip was identified as a potential damage
prevention method. As both over-compression and slip were identified as major causes of
trauma [48], a slip prevention method would allow the minimum compressive force to be
applied while maintaining traction on the grasped tissue.
Work contributing to this chapter is to be published in the Preceedings of IEEE conference
on Intelligent Robots and Systems
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Jones, DP; Wang, H; Alazmani, A; Culmer, PR. A soft multi-axial force sensor to assess
tissue properties in Real-Time. In 2017 IEEE/RSJ International Conference on Intelligent
Robots and Systems Proceedings (pp. 5738-5743). IEEE.
4.1 Introduction
The previous chapter has helped define an appropriate pressure range for surgical grasping,
however use of the instrumented grasping system highlighted some problems for use in
analysis. The scissor action of the grasper caused non-normal forces to be applied to the
samples in simple compressions, and the grasper mechanism varied the tip forces dependant
on the face angle. This highlighted the need to make use of a simplified automated grasping
environment allowing parametric conditions to be replicated in a controlled environment.
Previous work in our group has proposed a set of metrics with the potential to detect
tissue damage in real time through the assessment of applied stress and strain rate [115].
A discrete differentiation of the changing pressure on a tissue sample was correlated with
histological signs of damage. Others have attempted to prevent tissue slip with specialised
sensors [116, 117] to detect when tissue starts to slip from the grasper jaws. Such analyses
could allow a new generation of ‘smart’ surgical tools with the ability to detect approaching
tissue damage and help prevent it from occurring by providing the controlling surgeon with
appropriate feedback.
4.1.1 Chapter Objectives
This chapter assesses the potential of two metrics for use in real-time analysis of the forces
recorded from a grasper. The following objectives were identified:
Objective 4.1 To define force sensing applications for use within a grasper jaw.
Objective 4.2 To parametrically analyse the sensing metrics using ex vivo porcine tissues.
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Objective 4.3 To investigate the efficacies of the measurement techniques for potential use
in a grasping system.
Objective 4.4 To define the clinical and technological requirements for future sensing
technologies.
4.1.2 Sensing Applications for Grasper Usage Optimisation
Previous studies into the detection of damage in MIS have identified force thresholds as
the main method of damage prevention [25, 54]. While this gives a basic indication of
grasping conditions, there is a more complex relationship in the tissue-tool interaction. While
over-compression is a major symptom of grasper misuse, tissue slipping with the grasper
jaws has also been shown to be a significant problem [48, 118]. In essence it is the inverse of
over-compression, if a surgeon does not grip with sufficient force there will not be enough
friction on the tissue surface to maintain grip.
Visser proposes a different view of safe grasping forces [4]. While the upper bound
of grasping forces remains, the level at which insufficient force and therefore insufficient
traction causing slip, is also measured. This established a ’safe zone’ for grasping with a
lower chance of causing trauma. While this gives a general view for the grasping forces, the
thresholds are not universal and will vary based on grasped tissue type. Advancements to
these measures are therefore required to allow an optimisation of grasping on any tissue.
4.1.2.1 Normalised Stress Rate of Compression
Because of the viscoelastic nature of soft tissues in the body [119], a force threshold is
insufficient as an upper bound for grasping. The mechanical response under compression
is extremely complex and relies on many environment-specific variables, in particular the
compression speed. Previous research within our group has looked to establish a predictive
metric for tissue trauma [115]. The NSRc (Equation 4.1 & Fig 4.1) was developed to
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use easily accessible measurements from a grasper face (load and position) to predict the
occurrence of damage independent of tissue type. In particular it detects the momentary
stiffening of the tissue, mostly independent of it’s material properties, which reduces the
physical recovery of the tissue when the grasp is released. The method uses a measured
stress (σ ) and position (x) discretely differentiated by comparison to data stored m and n
points previously and the sampling time step ∆t.
˙¯σ =
(σi−σi−n)/n∆t
(xi− xi−n)/m∆t (4.1)
To analyse the metric’s efficacy as a predictor to damage, a measure of damage was also
needed. After tissue damage is incurred its internal structure is changed [28] causing change
in the viscoelastic properties. A quantitative histological analysis of the stress relaxation
was performed by Chandler et Al. [115] and found significant correlations between post-
grasped tissue deformation and Normalised Stress Relaxation (∆σ ; Equation 4.2, Figure 4.1),
where the relaxed stress (∆σ ) is normalised by the peak grasp stress (σMAX ). Therefore the
relaxation will be used as a measure of tissue damage.
∆σ =
∆σ
σMAX
(4.2)
4.1.2.2 Tissue Slip Prevention
Similarly to the upper bound of forces, the slip line proposed by Visser [4] is insufficient as a
lower force bound because of the varying surface properties between tissues [120]. Under
the same compressive forces, the slip force will vary between different tissues requiring a
more advanced method for detecting the lower bound. For this, a more advanced measure is
required. In tribology, the varying level of the Coefficient of Friction (µ) is commonly used
to detect the instance of slip [121]. The Coefficient of Friction may be calculated as follows:
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σ
Hold Time
Δσ
Compression
Period
Fig. 4.1 Parameters calculated from the compression tests. ˙¯θ = Normalised Stress Rate of
Compression, ∆σ = Normalised Stress Relaxation
µ =
FShear
FNormal
(4.3)
Slip is observed at the first peak of the coefficient of friction, also defined as:
dµ
dt
< 0 (4.4)
Once a value of slip is established, the sensor may be used to modulate the compressive
force of the grasper jaw, thereby keeping the coefficient just below the slip value and
minimising the applied force to the tissue.
4.2 Materials and Methods
In order to fully assess the sensing application methods, they must first be parametrically
investigated to assess their potential for damage prevention. Two experimental procedures
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were defined to fulfil the stated aims. In particular, the testing focused on colon and ureter
tissues, each being an example of a relatively hard and soft tissue [25]. Porcine specimens
were selected as an analogue to human tissues due to the similarities in size and morphology
[122].
4.2.1 Porcine Specimen Preparation
All measurements were conducted of fresh ex vivo porcine tissues (ureter and colon), which
were bred and sacrificed in accordance with UK Home Office regulations (Animals [Scientific
Procedures] Act 1986). The excised specimens were obtained from a local abattoir and stored
in a saline (PBS) solution. Three porcine colons and fifteen ureters were obtained and tested
on within 24 hours of sacrifice.
The colon was sectioned to obtain samples of sigmoid and descending colon. This was
due to the wall thickness being similar across the two sections [123]. This was then sectioned
into 3cm wide samples and randomised for the below testing procedure (Fig 4.2a). The
ureters were spatulated and trisected laterally. This revealed the mucosa and replicated the
grasping conditions of urological surgery (Fig 4.2b).
30.00 mm
(a)
1/3 section
(b)
Fig. 4.2 The sectioning method of the (a) colon and (b) Ureter samples
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4.2.2 Experimental Equipment
To perform the parametric study, a simulated grasping environment [115] was used to
compress ex-vivo porcine samples. The apparatus allowed extremely precise control and
measurement of the force and displacement of the grasper faces at high frequency (1kHz).
Detailed in Figure 4.3, two linear actuators with integrated encoders (LCA 50-025-721F3,
SMAC) were used to replicate the normal and shear forces applied to the tissue. Each
stage was fitted with a high precision tension/compression link load cell (LCM-703-25,
Omega). Measurement and control of the system was performed using an NI MyRIO running
a modified version of Chandler’s control program (Fig. 4.5 & 4.4). The resolutions of the
encoders and load cells were 0.1 µm and 0.03 N, respectively. Data was pre-processed with
a low-pass filter (second order Butterworth with a 50 Hz cut-off frequency) to reduce high
frequency noise, and processed with custom Matlab scripts.
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A
C
B
D
Fig. 4.3 Diagram of the simulated grasping Environment: A -Load Cells, B - Tissue Sample,
C - 3D Printed Grasper Face, and D - SMAC Linear Actuator
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Fig. 4.4 Schematic diagram of the controlled grasping system
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Fig. 4.5 Flowchart of the control method of the simulated grasping system.
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4.2.3 Experimental Methodology
4.2.3.1 Normalised Stress Rate of Compression
To investigate the NSRc as a measure for the upper bound of grasping forces, the simulated
grasping environment was used to apply specified target pressures to the samples at different
speeds. The parameters used are shown in table 4.1. The parameter values were selected
based on both Chandler’s findings and the output of Chapter 3. The applied pressured focused
on the upper bounds of the surgeon grasping results, from the average grasp (169 kPa) to
the maximum applied pressure (323 kPa). The speeds selected focused on the lower end
of Chandler’s grasping speeds, where a greater difference was seen [115]. Each individual
combination of parameter values was explored, such that the total number of cases was 15.
Each sample was grasped 5 times to investigate the effects of multiple grasps to the same
surface. Each condition was repeated 5 times (n = 75). To ensure the efficacy of the metric
between various tissue types, both porcine colon and ureter were analysed.
Table 4.1 Parameters used in the NSRc experiments
Compression Force/Pressure, N (kPa) Compression Speed (mms−1)
20 (167) 2
25 (208) 4
30 (250) 6
35 (292)
40 (333)
4.2.3.2 Tissue Slip Prevention
The simulated grasping environment was once again used to apply the forces to the tissues.
The procedure was to apply a varying initial compression to the tissue at a constant rate (1
mm/s), and to then apply shear through moving the tissue vertically at different speeds. The
parameters are shown in table 4.2. After this, the Coefficient of Friction (CoF) was calculated
as the ratio between the shear and normal forces. The slip data was analysed to find the
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first peak in the data, or the point at which the differential (dµ/dt) first became negative, at
which the CoF was recorded. If this did not happen the test was defined as ’No Slip’. Each
condition was repeated over 5 samples.
Table 4.2 Parameters used in the slip experiments
Compression Force/Pressure, N (kPa) Shear Speed (mms−1)
5 (43) 2
10 (86) 4
15 (129) 6
4.3 Results
The results of both compression and slip testing are presented in this section, along with
statistical analysis to indicate variances between test conditions.
4.3.1 Normalised Stress Rate of Compression
A total of 5 repeats were completed for each condition of the compression testing. To ensure
no effects were present between test repeats, a one way ANOVA was performed, yielding no
significant differences (F(5,293)=1.89, p=0.96).
Figure 4.6 shows example data from two typical grasps on a typical colon sample. In
the compression stage, the applied pressure rises to the target level, and relaxes over the
hold time as expected. During the relaxation period, a small change in face displacement
(∆dRelax<0.2mm) was observed in the first grasp of each sample. This was smaller in
higher pressures, and reduced to near zero in subsequent grasps. This may be explained by
the tissue ’squeezing’ out of the faces [110]. Statistical analysis of the effect of multiple
grasps was investigated, with five grasps being applied to the same position of tissue for
each condition. Variance in both NSRc and relaxation was observed with both showing a
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significant difference between grasp 1 and grasps 2-5 (p<0.0005 in all combinations), with
no significant differences between grasps 2-5 (p>0.85 in all combinations).
Δσ
Δd
Relax
(a)
Δσ
Δd
Relax
(b)
Fig. 4.6 Example presure and displacements data from a single colon sample (a) Grasp 1 (b)
Grasp 5
Δσ = -427e
-141σ
(a)
Δσ = -427e
-141σ
(b)
Fig. 4.7 NSRc vs Relaxation for all grasps recorded for (a) Colon and (b) Ureter. The
regression fit for the full dataset is shown, with anomalous readings indicated by the green
box
Presented in Figure 4.7, the relationship between NSRc and Relaxation was observed.
For both ureter and colon, there were patches of data with both low relaxation and NSRc .
These patches of data (highlighted in Figure 4.7) corresponded to all grasps on three ureter
samples (4% of cases) and four colon samples (5.3% of cases). During experimentation it
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was observed that these samples had a different texture to most, being softer and slimier
than other samples. Because of this difference, coupled with the variation in mechanical
measurements, the samples were treated as ’non-standard’ and excluded from the analysis. A
logarithmic relationship was observed between NSRc and Relaxation, defined as:
∆σ = ae−b. ¯˙σ (4.5)
Therefore to correlations were made between NSRc and ln(Relaxation) to achieve a linear
relationship. Pearson correlations were observed for both Colon (r=-.896, n=191, p<0.0005)
and Ureter (r=-.940, n=289, p<0.0005). The data for both tissue types was combined and a
linear regression was performed to discern the values of the coefficients in equation 4.5. The
resultant equation (R2 = 0.806, p< 0.0005) was:
∆σ =−427ae−141. ¯˙σ (4.6)
4.3.2 Tissue Slip
For slip analysis, 5 repeats were also performed. A one way ANOVA was performed to
ensure no effects between repeats, yielding no significant differences (F(4,44)=0.12, p=0.87).
Slip was achieved in 71% of the 45 cases tested. In all cases, normal force increased to a
peak at the instant the shear was applied. The force then reduced until sufficient tension was
applied to the tissue, when normal force increased to a higher level than before. The shear
force increased gradually under tension until a plateau (Figure 4.8)
A two way ANOVA was conducted to determine the effects of retraction speed and target
force on the peak CoF. No significant differences were observed between speeds (F(2,31) =
0.4, p=0.65), target forces (F(2,31) = 2.60, p=0.10), or the interaction effect (speed x force)
(F(4,31) = 0.01, p=0.63). The mean value of CoF at slip was 0.42±0.05 (95% CI). Figure
4.9 presents the mean coefficient of friction for the three applied pressures.
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μslip
Fig. 4.8 Normal and Shear forces alongside the calculated coefficient of friction, µ . The
point of slip, µslip
4.4 Discussion
The results presented above indicate a complex relationship between the mechanical proper-
ties of tissue and two potential methods of damage prevention. The two metrics presented
were of opposing methods to reduce damage. The NSRc was designed to find an upper
bound of safe grasping force, dependent upon compression speed, before damage occurred.
Slip prevention was deduced as a method of keeping the grasping force to a minimum,
while still maintaining a definite grip on the object. This would prevent damage by both
overcompression and abrasion by the grasper tip.
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Fig. 4.9 Mean coefficient of friction µ ± SD for each (a) loading case and (b) speed. No
significant difference is observed (p<0.05 in all cases)
NSRc exhibited a linear relationship with the logarithm of relaxation, with subsequent
grasps on tissue samples showing a higher NSRc and lower relaxation. This was present
across all levels of force and compression speed, so therefore without histological analysis
performed by Chandler [115] cannot directly correlate to a chance of damage. While this
is the case an assumption can be made that a decrease in relaxation indicates mechanical
trauma through variation of the viscoelastic response of the tissue. This may be a result
of fluid migration out of the compressed area but would still increase the amount of load
borne by the solid components of the tissue [124], thereby increasing the risk of mechanical
damage to the underlying structures.
An interesting observation was with the anomalous samples not included in the correlation.
For each colon and ureter there were a small amount of samples that did not follow the above
trend between consecutive grasps. Both the relaxation and NSRc observed were lower in
the samples, potentially caused by a degraded tissue sample. A practical use of this factor
would be be the detection of tissue areas with abnormal mechanical properties, an indicator
malignancy [125, 126] Further experimentation will be needed to show this however.
The slip experiments also showed consisted results between compressive force and
retraction speed. Across all grasps, the average coefficient of friction at the point of slip
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was 0.42. This shows promise as a damage prevention metric, as keeping the coefficient
below this level during a grasping action would prevent and damage caused by the slip of
the grasper. This value is only true for the simulated grasping environment, however. In
particular the jaw profile (currently a 1mm pitch triangular profile) and jaw angle of the
grasper (currently parallel plates) will affect the level at which grasping can be considered
’safe’. Therefore future experimentation must be conducted with parametric study on these
factors to fully understand the frictional relationship of the grasper jaw.
Both sensing methods were selected as advancements to current methods of grasping
improvement, which are currently limited in their application within a surgical environment.
Both metrics may be used to enclose a range of ’safe’ grasping forces across a range of
tissues, however they differ slightly in the technical requirements of sensor and the benefits
the bring to optimise the grasping task. NSRc requires two sensing inputs, a single axis force
sensor and a position sensor for the face position. Tissue slip requires only a two-axis force
sensor for a single axis retraction which, while more complex, offers a better alternative
for preventing grasp errors. NSRc ony focuses on a single grasping error, the prevention of
overcompression, while tissue slip offers more flexibility in the prevention of multiple errors.
On these grounds, the tissue slip will be the focus for the requirements of the sensor in this
research, however further investigation of NSRc is advised for future research.
4.5 Chapter Summary
This chapter presents an investigation into analysis methods for a potential grasper integrated
sensor. Two methods are presented and investigated for their use, each of which presents
different sensing requirements which must be addressed by any resultant sensing. Both the
normalised stress rate of compression and tissue slip present advantaged for use in a grasping
environment. Under laboratory conditions, the NSRc has proven links to improve a single
error in grasping, whereas slip prevention may improve upon multiple aspects of the grasp.
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To assess the slip in it’s simplest regard, in the case of a single dimension retraction, a two
axis force sensor is required for the analysis.
Chapter 5
Investigating a Novel Sensing Method to
Improve Laparoscopic Grasping Tasks
This section details the initial investigation into the use of a simulated environment as a
design tool for the SITS. Previous experimentation [100] has used set target parameters to
indicate function, however a full optimisation has not been performed. The use of computa-
tional models can help speed this process and minimise the need for timely empirical design
methods. Here we present the use of computational multi-physics modelling as a design tool
for Soft Inductive Tactile Sensors (SITS) which use variation in electromagnetically-induced
eddy-current effects as a transducer mechanism. We develop and experimentally validate 2D
models which extend existing understanding to provide insight into the configuration of sens-
ing elements for measurement of multi-axis forces and rejection of unwanted environmental
disturbances.
Work contributing to this chapter is to be published in the Preceedings of IEEE conference
on Biomedical Robotics and Biomechatronics
Jones, DP; Kow, JW; Alazmani, A; and Culmer, P., 2018. Computational Design Tools for
Soft Inductive Tactile Sensors. In IEEE 7th International Conference on Biomedical Robotics
and Biomechatronics (BioRob), 2018 .
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5.1 Introduction
For many tactile sensing technologies, modelling tools were developed to assist in the design
and optimisation of soft tactile sensors. Many of these covered both the physical deformation
and transducer physics within the simulation [127–132]. In the resistive, capacitive, and
piezoresistive models, the physics models are fully dependent on the varying geometry of the
substrate acting as a conduction pathway. In multi-axis hall effect dome models, the physics
is decoupled from the substrate, however the complex geometries require simulation of the
deformation to fully optimise the sensor response [95].
From the conclusions of the review presented in Chapter 2, Soft Inductive Tactile sensors
(SITS) [100] were presented as an area of particular interest for sensing within a surgical
system. They use the eddy current effect to detect the position of a conductive target in
relation to an electrical coil through variation in the inductance of the coil. The change in
inductance is dependent on several parameters, including varying target and coil geometries
[99]. The sensor can be calibrated to relate the measured inductance with applied force
[100]. This mode of sensor has a number of attractive qualities for use in surgical graspers;
it is physically robust, can achieve a high dynamic range and can be configured to obtain
multi-axis measurements [99]. However, designing and optimising the sensor configuration
is challenging due to the complexity of the associated electromagnetism calculations [133].
Tools for this specific application are limited to software provided by Texas Instruments for
designing sensors which use their inductance to digital converter chips [134]. However, this
is limited to a single coil and precludes exploration of multi-coil configurations for multi-axis
measurement (Figure 5.1).
To address the current paucity of design tools for inductive tactile sensors, this chapter
aims to develop and validate computational models which facilitates easy exploration of the
design-space related to SITS, with the ultimate intention of creating a tool for their design and
optimisation. We use the case study of a two-axis SITS, introducing the working principle
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Fig. 5.1 A two-axis SITS. Two inductance coils are positioned below a copper target and
silicone elastomer to detect forces in the z and x axes.
of this system before deriving computational models and validating them against physical
prototypes. We then use the model to identify and explore key design parameters.
5.1.1 Chapter Objectives
In order to fully understand the design parameters and their effects to SITS measurement
range and resolution, an initial investigation into the effectiveness of a simulated design
tool was proposed. This section details the investigation, and aims to fulfil the following
objectives:
Objective 5.1 To produce a 2D finite element model of a 2-axis SITS.
Objective 5.2 To validate the response of the model through the use of experimental data.
Objective 5.3 To assess the effects of target movement on the sensor response
Objective 5.4 To deduce a set of geometric parameters to be assessed in future chapters
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5.2 Working Principle
The SITS uses the eddy current effect to detect the changing position of a conductive
target above a number of sensing coils. When excited by AC current, the coils generate
an alternating magnetic field, which in turn induces eddy currents in the conductive target
(Figure 5.2a). The eddy currents induce an opposing magnetic field, thus reducing the
magnetic flux around the coil and serving to dissipate energy [135]. This effect causes
a measurable decrease the inductance and increase in reactance of the coil. The effect is
increased by two main methods:
1. Reducing the distance between the coil and conductive film, thereby increasing the
magnetic flux and eddy current density in the conductor [135].
2. Increasing the coverage of the coil with a larger conductive film, increasing the available
area in which eddy currents may be generated [135].
In this manner, the displacement of a conductive target may be measured using the
variance in the inductance of one, or several, coils. When placed upon a soft substrate, such
as silicone, the changing inductance can be calibrated directly to the applied force on the
target.
The operating principle underpinning single-axis SITS can be extended to achieve multi-
axis measurements by coupling multiple coils with a single target [99]. In this instance, a
two-axis sensor is developed in which the inductance of two coils (Lc1 & Lc2) is combined
using additive and differential forms to determine normal and lateral displacements of the
target respectively. Using a deformable layer to modulate target displacement then enables
force calibration as a function of the coil inductances for both normal (Fz, Equation 5.1) and
shear (Fx, Equation 5.2). The resolution of such a sensor is dependent on the properties of the
sensing coils, target, and elastomer. This chapter presents only the exploration of variance in
the target properties.
Fx = f (Lc1−Lc2) (5.1)
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(a)
(b) (c)
Fig. 5.2 Working principles of the single and multi axis SITS. (a) Magnetic field coupling
between the coil and copper target: Shaded region = eddy current density in target, contours
= Field strength; (b) Schematic of target displacement in a 2D SITS with a (c) side view of
elastomer deformation
Fz = f (Lc1 +Lc2) (5.2)
Considering this as a 2D case with rigid target and coil elements, movement of the target
can be defined using three parameters: horizontal (shear) movement dz, vertical (normal)
movement dx, and rotation α , discussed further in section 5.3.3. The sensor aims to determine
dz and dx while α is considered an unwanted disturbance resulting in measurement noise.
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5.3 Methods
A combination of computational modelling and experimental evaluation was used to develop
and validate a computational SITS model and then investigate it’s efficacy as a practical
design tool.
5.3.1 Sensor Response Calculation
The lowest level method of sensor response prediction is to use standard inductance equations
to calculate the response. However using this method is difficult, as many equations exist only
for specific portions of the system [136]. The combination of these equations would rapidly
increase the complexity of the system, therefore an alternative method is required. Finite
element modelling presents a solution in the ability to parametrically analyse a complex
system with little overhead in the setup of the simulation.
5.3.1.1 Computational Modelling
Finite Element models of the coil-target electromagnetic system can be achieved using
one of three main approaches of increasing complexity, from 2D axisymetric and lumped
parameter models, through 2D planar approximations to a full 3D representation. The full 3D
enables modelling of complex (e.g. asymetric) coil and target geometries and configurations.
However, this comes at the expense of computational cost, with detailed models requiring
many hours to compute on a high-performance PC. Therefore simplification of the model
is desirable to provide a pragmatic design tool (in which the designer may wish to evaluate
multiple iterations of a design). 2D axisymmetric and lumped parameter models require
symmetry about a central axis which limit their applicability to single coil-target systems.
However, 2D planar models enable simulation of multiple coil-target cross-sections and
while this requires simplification of spiral coil geometries, the resultant computational time
is reduced from hours to minutes.
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Fig. 5.3 Diagram of the geometry of the computational simulation. The diagram indicates a
half of the simulated two coil cross-section. Each coil was represented by two 2 × 12 arrays
of wires separated by a 2.2mm gap representing the centre of the coil. Each wire section was
modelled as a rectangle of dimensions 100 µm × 35 µm. One half of each coil had current
directed into the plane, while the opposing side current out of the plane.
As an initial investigation, a 2D planar simulation of the 2-axis SITS was developed using
multi-physics FEA software (COMSOL Multiphysics [137]). The model focuses on the
electromagnetic aspects of SITS operation and so neglects physical aspects (e.g. deformation
of the elastomer layer which modulates target movement on application of an input force).
This method effectively takes a cross-sectional representation of the system, approximating
each coil as a paired array of straight parallel wires. For each coil, the left and right hand
groups of wire carry electric current in opposite directions to emulate the behaviour of the
spiral windings. The geometry of the model is based directly on the physical prototype
(Figure 5.3). The wire size of the coil was approximated to be 100 µm wide and 35 µm
thick. The wires were positioned in four 12 × 2 arrays, each representing a half of the 12
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turn, 2 layer spiral coil. The coils were excited with a 5kHz AC supply, with an applied drive
current of 1.017 mA.
The main disadvantage of the 2D planar simulations is the missing geometric attributes of
the coils. In the spiral coil prototype used for validation (Figure 5.3), the field will be present
around the full coil. In the 2D simulation however, a ’dead spot’ will be present in the centre
of each coil where this continuous field is not simulated. Due to this limitation, the results
obtained for the simulated inductance of the coils was of a different order of magnitude
relative to the validated value. Therefore the models were validated on the percentage change
from the inductance value of the coils when no target was present. This value was 3.21µH
& 3.19 µH in validation coils 1 & 2 respectively, and 0.43 µH in the simulated coils. This
allowed a direct comparison between the simulated and validated results.
5.3.2 Experimental Configuration
An experimental prototype of the 2-axis SITS was developed using two spiral coils fabricated
on a thin Kapton film with 100 µm track width and 100 µm spacing, as shown in Figure 5.4.
Each coil is 7 mm in diameter, with two layers and 12 turns per layer. Copper targets of
variable size and 0.2 mm thickness were located above the coils and their position relative
to this datum was controlled using two linear micro-positioning stages Figure 5.4. The
inductance of the coil pair was measured for a range of experimental conditions (defined
below) using a digital inductance converter (Texas Instruments LDC1614) connected to an
data acquisition device (National Instruments MyRIO). The coils were excited sequentially by
the chip (Figure 5.4b) to negate the chance of crosstalk between the adjacent coils. Each coil
was driven by a 5 MHz excitation current using the LDC1614, selected based on empirical
design guidance [99].
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Fig. 5.4 a) The experimental test platform used to evaluate the 2-axis SITS and the inductive
coil pair used in the system. b) Operation principle of the TI LDC1614. Each channel is
operated sequentially, such that only one coil is activated at any one time.
5.3.3 Parametric Study
A parametric study of key design variables was conducted using experimental testing and the
computational model, firstly to validate the computational model and secondly to explore its
efficacy as a practical design tool to investigate the effects of individual design parameters
on inductance. The parameters, illustrated in Figure 5.5, were selected to relate to physical
aspects of the sensor and its interaction with the external environment across a range of
values selected through preliminary studies:
• Target vertical displacement dv = 1 : 5mm
• Target horizontal displacement dh = 0 : 5mm
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• Target rotation α = 0 : 20◦
• Target size (width) w= 8 : 22mm
A fixed coil geometry and AC excitation configuration, described in Section 5.3.2, was
used in this investigation although these aspects could also be manipulated. A baseline
configuration was selected for convenient comparison with parameters set as dv = 2mm,dh =
0mm,α = 0◦,w= 8mm (the distance between coil centres).
Fig. 5.5 Indication of the parameters of target movement in a two axis soft inductive tactile
sensor (indicated in Figure 5.1). Parameters: dv = vertical target displacement; dh = horizontal
target displacement; α; w = target width; C1,2 = Coil 1 & Coil 2; Lc1,2 = Inductance C1 &
C2
5.3.3.1 Vertical Displacement
A vertical movement of the target occurs in the sensor under pure normal loading. In the
physical experiment, the target was moved at 0.1 mm intervals relative to the stationary coil
pair using the micropositioning stage, over a range of 5mm. This was selected based on
the calculated inductance drop of Texas Instrument’s coil design tool [134], defined at the
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point where inductance was within 1% of the inductance of a coil with no target. At each
interval (when the target was static) the coil inductances were measured at a sampling rate of
100Hz for 1s and these data points were averaged to provide inductances Lc1 and Lc2. Each
test was repeated three times. This configuration was emulated in the simulation with the
target moved at 0.1 mm intervals and coil inductance was obtained from the simulation as an
output parameter. A combined inductance parameter to represent vertical displacement is
then determined as:
Lz = Lc1 +Lc2 (5.3)
5.3.3.2 Horizontal Displacement
A horizontal movement of the target occurs in the sensor under pure shear loading. A process
similar to that described for Vertical Displacement was used for both physical experiment
and simulation. Assuming symmetry, the target’s horizontal position was varied between 0
and 5 mm from the baseline position in the positive X direction (Figure 5.5). This was the
point where the trailing edge of the coil passed the horizontal bound of the second coil. A
combined inductance parameter for horizontal displacement was defined as:
Lx = Lc1−Lc2 (5.4)
5.3.3.3 Target Rotation
Target rotation represents an undesired disturbance for this sensor which cannot be differ-
entiated from horizontal displacement of the target. This occurs when loading results in
rotation of the target relative to the coils so they are not parallel. This was investigated by
positioning the target centrally above the coil pair and rotating the target clockwise between
0 and 20 degrees, at 2 degree intervals, using a rotation micropositioning stage. This range
was selected as the maximum rotation that may occur in the baseline configuration (dv =
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2 mm, w = 8 mm). The resultant inductance pairs were then processed to determine the
effective horizontal inductance (Lh) measures.
5.3.3.4 Target Size Optimisation
The width of the target relative to the coil pair will affect the characteristics of both the
vertical and horizontal measures detailed above. This aspect was used to explore the use
of the computational model to inform and optimise sensor design, in which the objective
was to maximise the combined sensitivity of the sensor in both vertical (normal force) and
horizontal (shear force) measurement. The simulation was therefore used to investigate these
attributes of target sizes 8 mm (distance between coil centres), 15 mm (complete coverage of
the two coils), and 22 mm (target overhanging both coils).
5.4 Results
5.4.1 Simulation Data
Figure 5.6 presents indications of the changing magnetic field under each movement pa-
rameter. Under the initial conditions, the field can be seen to be disturbed by two factors:
the target and the unpowered coil. Under the three movements applied, the target caused
deformation in the field by the changing strength and position of the eddy currents within.
This serves to change the areas of highest flux density, at which sensitivity will be increased.
This may not be accurately predicted by the standard equations, giving credence to the use
of FE simulation in this investigation. The unpowered coil does not move in relation to the
powered coil between movements and therefore will not affect the measurements directly.
The deformation it causes ’squashes’ the field between the coils compared to the shape on
the opposite edge of the coil. While the resultant effect on inductance is not known, this
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serves to reduce the field strength above the unpowered coil, creating a more focused area of
sensitivity for the measurement.
Fig. 5.6 The magnetic field generated by coil 2 during sequential activation under the test
conditions shown in Fig. 5.5. The magnetic field is morphed dependent on the displacement
and rotation of the target. Gradient lines indicate magnetic vector potential perpendicular to
the plane (Wb/m)5.5.
5.4.2 Experimental Validation
Figure 5.7 presents the compared results from the simulation and validation study. Overall
the model responded well, replicating the correct trend of inductance change across all
parameters. The model showed variation from the validation study in the horizontal and
rotational movements, discussed in further detail below.
Under normal displacement the inductance of the simulated coil dropped on both coils
when target separation was reduced. The curves of the reduction both showed similar profiles
(Figure 5.7a) across the full range of data, however the model predicted a greater drop in
inductance than the validation proved. This may be explained by the presence of additional
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Fig. 5.7 Percentage change of inductance (∆L/L0) for a) Vertical Movement, b) Horizontal
Movement, and c) target rotation. Overall outputs for d) Vertical Movement (Eq.5.2) and e)
Horizontal Movement (Eq.5.1). f) The error in shear induced by the rotation.
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wiring in series with the validation coils to connect the measurement electronics. This would
raise the overall inductance, and reduce the normalised inductance change.
Under horizontal displacement the inductance of coil 1 was increased as the target moved
horizontally away, while the inductance in coil 2 decreased as the target moved toward it
(5.7b). For coil 1, the trends between simulation and validation are closely matched, whereas
for coil 2 the inductance change is nearly doubled.
Under rotation, the inductance change reflected that of the horizontal displacement, with
coil 1 increasing and coil 2 decreasing. Once again coil 1 follows closely to the trend, but the
main variation between the two responses as coil 2. In this, the simulated response shows an
equal and opposite change to coil 1, whereas the validated coil 2 response was much greater
showing a similar profile to that of the horizontal movement. This may be explained by the
’dead zone’ in the coil centre described as a limitation of the model.
5.4.3 Target Size Optimisation
The investigation of target width’s effect on resolution showed differences in resolution in
both shear and normal displacement (Figure 5.8). The maximum shear and normal ranges are
presented in table 5.1. In the shear case, the two smaller targets showed a similar trend, rising
almost linearly before peaking at the larger horizontal movement. The 22 mm target has a
lower range, and follows a different trend to the smaller targets, initially slowly increasing
before a faster increase in the larger displacement. This may be explained by the varying
change of sensor coverage with each size. The large sensor must travel a greater distance
before the edge of the target is above the coil, and further movement causes inductance
change. The smaller coils do not exhibit this, ans any small movement will change the
inductances.
For normal movement, all targets follow the same trend, but exhibit different ranges. In
particular, the 8mm target covered a lower percentage of the coils, and so showed a lower
difference in inductance. For both movements, the 15 mm target showed the greatest range
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and therefore resolution. This showed that the optimum width of the modelled sensor was 15
mm, or the distance between the outer edges of the two coils.
Table 5.1 Maximum ranges for the width exploration
Width Maximum vertical output Maximum horizontal output
8mm 29.6% 24.2%
15 mm 31.4% 71.0%
22 mm 12.8% 69.1%
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Fig. 5.8 Inductance change ((Lc1−Lc2)/L0, and (Lc1 +Lc2)/L0) with varying horizontal and
vertical target placements
5.5 Discussion
This section presents a simulated and validated analysis of different target parameters of an
inductive tactile sensor. The simulations were built based on an existing sensor, presented
in [99]. The ultimate aim was to use these validated simulations as an investigative tool to
identify the key design parameters of soft inductive tactile sensors.
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The validations of the simulation showed consistent trends in inductance change through-
out all motions. While the absolute values varied in magnitude between the experimental
and modeled results, this was a known limitation of the model. A more useful output was to
consider the percentage change in inductance for different configurations and scenarios, a
common approach in sensor design and analysis. Instead, the percentage change in induc-
tance was calculated to normalise the changes in inductance. This value was then used to
validate the model response to the four applied parameters.
The 2D planar simulation agreed closely with the validation, replicating the inductance
trends over all of the tested parameters. The model can simulate variation in both geometric
parameters and design aspects of the sensor. The changes in target position and rotation have
been validated, and define the movement of the target under applied force. Currently, the
width of target is the only design parameter to be evaluated with the simulation. While this
evaluation showed promise, there are further parameters which can be evaluated. The target
thickness and varying numbers of coil layers are of particular interest, as well as the influence
of external conductors causing noise in the system. The simulated environment will also
allow complex substrate geometries, such as a curved coil substrates, to be investigated
A limitation with this model was the inability to model certain geometric features. As
the coils were modelled as sets of parallel wires, there was no generation of magnetic field
between them, leading to an uncharacteristic plateau in the shear analysis. The differences
this caused in the overall field also led to errors in the initial width analysis, causing a higher
relative inductance change as the width increased. While the simulation cannot accurately
predict the inductance change across all parameters, the conforming trends confirm its
viability as a design tool.
Currently the design tool is limited to a 2D plane. While this reduces the computation
cost and allows simple geometric analysis to be performed on the target, the simulation is
unable to compute more complex targets. For this a 3D simulation will be required. The 3D
simulation would offer further detail in the simulation, allowing larger arrays of coils and
varying coil shapes to be analysed by the simulation. It would also offer a closer response
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to the true inductance of the system, and could therefore be validated against an absolute
measure of inductance rather than inductance change.
From the errors mentioned above, it is evident that a more complex simulation is required
to model a SITS. While not fully representative of the true values of inductance, the 2D
planar model has highlighted several design parameters which must be considered in the
optimisation of the sensor. The parameters are as follows:
• Displacement - dxyz
• Rotation - Rxyz
• Target Size - Length and Width
A further parameter which may affect the sensor output is the target shape. Different
coverages of the coil have been shown to affect the sensor reading, which in a 3D environment
will be affected by shape as well. The above parameters are all target focused, and may be
investigated with a 3D lumped model to simplify the coils.
The next focus of investigation should be on the coils. The unpowered coil has shown
to affect the magnetic field propagated, and so their separation should be investigated to
deduce it’s full effects on the sensor. Further to this, different shapes of coil will likely exhibit
different inductances and interferences due to the wiring pattern and area of the coils which
run close to one another. For these two parameters, a higher fidelity 3D model to represent
the full wiring structure will be required.
5.6 Chapter Summary
In this chapter a 2D planar FE model was used to assess the design parameters present in the
2 axis SITS. The simulation was validated experimentally for a sensor operating to measure
two components of movement. While the model showed some deviation in the absolute
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values of the sensor output, it correctly predicted the general trends observed under three
parameters, two displacements and one rotation. Because of this, it is clear that the 2D
model is insufficient for use in the SITS optimisation. It has, however, identified several key
parameters which may be applied to higher fidelity models to assist in a full optimisation of
both the coil and target components.
Chapter 6
Computational Optimisation of
Inductive Tactile Sensors in 3D
This section presents a detailed analysis into the design parameters of the SITS. Due to
limitations in the 2D simulation, 3D models were required to fully understand the interaction
between coils and target. First, a lumped coil model was developed to analyse the target
geometric parameters. Two shapes, three sizes, three displacements and two rotations were
assessed to produce an optimised target. Second, a full 3D representation of the coil was
generated to assess variations in the coil geometry and interferences between the coils.
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6.1 Introduction
The computational model presented in Chapter 5 presented several design parameters which
will assist in the optimisation of a 2D SITS. While the simulation was able to replicate
general trends in the inductance change of the sensor, however had limitations in both the
magnitude of response and the lack of certain geometric features in the coils. To rectify these
limitations, two further models were developed to assess design parameters of the sensor in
more detail.
6.1.1 Chapter Objectives
In order to produce a higher fidelity model of the 2-axis SITS, further investigation into the
finite element design tool was proposed. This section details the investigation, and aims to
fulfil the following objectives:
Objective 6.1 To produce and validate a simplified 3D model of the SITS to assess further
target parameters.
Objective 6.2 To produce and validate a fully representative 3D model of the SITS to
assess the design parameters relating to the coils.
Objective 6.3 To assess a variety of target parameters to discern their effects on the SITS
measurement range.
Objective 6.4 To recommend a series of target parameters which generate an optimal SITS.
6.2 Methods
The 2D planar model presented in Chapter 5 exhibited several limitations in the initial
investigation into design parameters. In particular, the inability to simulate out of plane
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geometries resulted in discrepancies between simulation and validation in the shear and
rotation cases. These limitations may be rectified by a 3D model, either representative or
simplified, allowing the field to be generated around the full circumference of the circular
spiral. The more advanced models will also allow further geometric parameters to be
investigated, such as three axis displacement and target shape. New 3D computational models
were developed for this chapter using multi-physics FEA software (COMSOL Multiphysics
[137]). The existing validation dataset presented in Chapter 5 was used to validate both
simulations. Once again a 7mm diameter, 2 layer coil with 12 turns per layer was used to
keep the simulations consistent with the previous work.
6.2.1 Lumped 3D Model
The lumped 3D model of the 2-axis SITS was developed first to reduce the computation
time needed to assess the 3D design tool. Rather than producing a full representation of the
individual wires within the coil, they were simplified to a lumped annulus of the same outer
dimensions of the coil (Figure 6.1). The annulus was set as a 24-turn coil, with turn length
equal to the mean turn length of the spiral.
The lumped model allowed further investigation of the target movements investigated in
Chapter 5. The parametric study of target displacement performed previously was expanded
to three displacements (dx,y,z) and two rotations ((rx,y). Each of these movements had the
potential to occur under applied force, and so were of interest in the investigation to explore
their effects of sensor response. Ranges of 2 mm were selected in each dimension where the
inductance change would reach 60% of the maximum change, selected based on results of
the experimental study in Chapter 5. After this point decreasing sensitivity was observed and
would be detrimental to an optimised sensor.
Variations in the target geometry were also enabled by the lumped model. To explore
the effects of target shape on sensitivity two shapes, an 8 mm square and 8 mm diameter
circle, were investigated under variations in x, y and z. The square target was also varied in
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length and width to deduce the best size of target in both dimensions. These parameters were
selected based on the coil geometry. Width was selected as equal to the coil diameter, as
well as 2 mm above and below (equal to the displacement limit). Length was selected to be
equal to the total of both coils, length between coil centres, and 2 mm wider than the the coil
separation gap. The values for the movement and geometry studies are presented in Table
6.1.
A limitation for the lumped model was the inability to model coil interactions. Only
a single coil was able to be analysed at once, that is if a second lumped coil was present
and un-powered it would be treated as a solid mass of copper. Therefore interaction effects
between the coils were not able to be modelled and would require a more complex system.
To determine the inductances of two coils, all displacements and rotations applied were
performed in both directions due to symmetry within the model. The responses may be
calculated by:
Lc1(dz,dy) = LC2(dz,−dy) (6.1)
Table 6.1 Parameter values for the lumped coil simulation
Parameter Values
dx -2:0.5:2 mm
dy -2:0.5:2 mm
dz 0.1:0.1:2 mm
rx -5:1:5°
ry -5:1:5°
W 5, 7, 9 mm
D 3, 9, 15 mm
6.2.2 Full 3D Model
After the limitations of the lumped 3D model were observed, a full 3D representation of
the coils was produced. This allowed both the effects of coil shape as well as their planar
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Fig. 6.1 Schematic of the lumped model simulation, where w = Target Width, mm; D =
Target Depth, mm; dx,y,z = Target Displacement, mm; rx,y,z = Target Rotation, deg
separation to be observed. 3D representations of the coils were produced in Solidworks
[138] and imported into COMSOL [137]. An 8 mm square target was placed 2mm above
the centre-point of the coils (Fig 6.2c) in order to simulate a completed sensor. Two coil
geometries, 7mm square and circular spirals, were produced based on the existing validation
model. Both were then simulated at different planar separations (Csep, table 6.2) to determine
interaction effects.
The 3D models required an extremely fine mesh to precisely map the geometries of these
coils. The model consisted of 3,000,000 elements with a minimum element size of 0.1 mm,
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(a) (b)
7mm
Csep
(c)
Fig. 6.2 Diagram of the (a) Circular and (b) square spiral coils. (c) The 3D model simulation
of the circular planar spiral coils, where Csep = Planar Separation, mm
the maximum size an element must be to accurately map the traces (the size of trace width
and separation). The size of the model had exceeded the limits of a standard workstation
PC, requiring roughly 60 Gb of memory to compute. Therefore the model was migrated
to a High Powered Computing (HPC) node. This allowed the more complex models to be
completed with less computing time.
Table 6.2 Parameter values for the 3D coil simulation
Parameter Values
Csep 0.1, 1, 3 mm
Shape 7 mm Square and Circle
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6.3 Results
As the coils were now adequately represented in the simulations, the following results are
presented in uH. To validate the study, the results of the simulations were compared to both
the previous validation study involving a 7 mm diameter 24 turn coil (Chapter 5), and the
spiral coil design tool provided by Texas Instruments [134]. The variances in inductance are
shown in Figure 6.3. Unlike the 2D model of the system, both models resulted in inductances
of the same magnitude as both the validation system and design tool. Results from the
simulations were within 5% of the design tools, owing to the systems being equation-based.
The validation system was around 35% higher inductance, which may be explained by the
increased circuit complexity in the measurement system.
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Fig. 6.3 Comparison of the simulations to an experimentally validated inductance, indicating
higher inductance in the validation coil
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6.3.1 Lumped Simulations
Results of the lumped simulation are presented in terms of the dimensional inductance
(Equations 5.4 & 5.3). Only changes in dx and Ry caused changes in resultant shear, therefore
other parameters do not have associated shear results.
The sensor range for each displacement was observed for both square and circular 8mm
targets (Fig. 6.4). For the below results, larger ranges in the Normal output for z displacement
and shear output for x displacement will give an increased range for the sensor. For shear,
the square target achieved a range of 1.14 µH compared to the circular target’s range of
0.95 µH. For normal output, the square target was once again higher with 0.60 µH to the
circle 0.48µH. Both results (Fig. 6.4 b & d) indicate the square target as the highest range.
Changes in dx,y varied the normal output by up to -0.17, 0.06 µH for square and -0.19, 0.12
µH. In both cases (Fig. 6.4 a & c) the movements of the square targets induced less error in
the normal force reading.
Figure 6.5 presents the results of the target length variation study. The study used a
rectangular target of width 7 mm and thickness 0.2mm, with lengths of 3, 9 and 15 mm. The
ranges for each dimension change are presented in Table 6.3. For shear, a length of 9 mm
gives a resolution 4x greater than that of the long and short targets. This is likely because of
the different coverages of the coils caused by the targets. Long and short targets offer a lower
change in coverage of each coil throughout dx, thereby causing a lower change in inductance.
For dz, the longest coil offers by far the greatest range, owing to a greater coverage of the
coils. For the dx error in normal reading, the smallest coil offers almost zero effect on the
output, while for dy the ranges of all targets are comparable. Coupling this with the other
results, 9 mm can be seen as the best target size tested.
Table 6.3 Parameter ranges from the target length study
Target Length dx Normal µH dx Shear µH dy Normal µH dz Normal µH
3mm 0.112 0.248 0.002 0.077
9mm 0.058 1.212 0.122 1.200
15mm 0.163 0.350 0.334 2.563
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Fig. 6.4 Results of the shape variation study: dx Normal (a) and Shear (b), dy Normal (c),
and dz Normal (d)
Figure 6.6 presents the results of the target length variation study. The study used
a rectangular target of width 7 mm and thickness 0.2mm. For both shear and normal
measurement (Figure 6.6b & d), targets of width greater than or equal to the coil diameter
give a greater resolution. This is once again likely due to the greater coverage of the coils. In
dx and dy normal output, the larger target will offer less error in dy however more error in
dx, with the opposite being seen for the small target. Therefore the medium width can be
seen as more optimal, with relatively high resolutions and lower error. The ranges for each
dimension change are presented in Table 6.4.
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Fig. 6.5 Results of the Length variation study: dx Normal (a) and Shear (b), dy Normal (c),
and dz Normal (d)
Table 6.4 Parameter ranges from the target width study
Target Length dx Normal µH dx Shear µH dy Normal µH dz Normal µH
5mm 0.031 1.074 0.254 1.147
7mm 0.058 1.212 0.122 1.200
9mm 0.065 1.226 0.026 1.201
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Fig. 6.6 Results of the Width variation study: dx Normal (a) and Shear (b), dy Normal (c),
and dz Normal (d)
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The effects of target rotation in both Rx and Ry are presented in Figure 6.7. Rotation Rz is
not presented, as the symmetric response yielded no change in sensor output. Rx presented
identical responses for equally positive and negative values, therefore only the positive values
are presented. For both normal and shear output, a change in Rx offers minimal change in the
resultant outputs, with a maximum of 0.012 µH in normal and 0.008 µH in shear. For Ry,
the effect is stronger, causing a 0.030 µH variance in normal, and a 0.185 µH variance in
shear output.
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Fig. 6.7 Results of the Rotation study: dx Normal (a) and Shear (b), dy Normal (c), and dz
Normal (d)
6.3.2 Full 3D Model
For the full 3D model, two parameters were assessed: The coil shape and separation. The
results are presented in Figure 6.8a. The square coils have on average an inductance 12%
higher overall than that of the circular coils. This is supported by inductor theory [139] and
therefore representative of the inductor values.
Between separations, the inductances of the square and circle coils dropped by 1.7% and
1.6% respectively as separation was reduced from 1 mm to 0.1 mm, while both increased by
2.3% and 2.6% when the separation was increased from 1 mm to 3 mm. This shows that the
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coils may be brought closer together with a small loss in inductance and therefore sensitivity.
The effects of coil separation are more prevalent in the square coils than the circle. This is
likely because of the increased area of the two coils in close proximity, with the wiring of the
two coils being adjacent for the full.
Figure 6.8b shows the variance in the distribution of magnetic field strength between
the two coils. As the square coil has a higher level of inductance it would be expected that
it’s resolution is also higher. This may not be the case, as the magnetic field is not evenly
distributed around the coil. Eddy current density increases under a stronger field [140], so
therefore an uneven field will change the areas of high sensitivity in the SITS. In the circular
coil, which displays an even field, the area of highest sensitivity is located at the centre of
the coil. In the square coil, the strongest field is located at the corners of the spiral, showing
an extended area of high sensitivity. The effects of this on the overall sensitivity are as yet
unknown.
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Fig. 6.8 (a) Comparison of the inductance change between square and circular 7mm coils,
spaced at 0.1, 1, and 3 mm; and (b) The magnetic Field Strength (Tesla)
6.4 Discussion
This chapter presents advancements made to the model developed in Chapter 5 in order to
further analyse the design parameters of an inductive tactile sensor. The two 3D models were
validated against a sample coils and a coil design tool provided by Texas Instruments [134].
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Both models produced a result similar to that of the design tool, however were both lower
the validation study. This may be explained by the additional circuitry required for the LDC
connection raising the overall inductance. This however should not affect the range of the
sensor as the magnitude of inductance change is the same, owing to the additive nature of
series inductors [141].
The lumped simulation performed well overall in the study, giving relevant profiles for
inductance change across all parameters. For the shape study, both the circular and square
targets performed similarly, each presenting the same trends in inductance change for both
normal and shear output. In terms of range, the square target gave a larger range in both
intended outputs and caused less error in the others. This shows the square target as the
optimum shape for a 2-axis SITS, however the small differences in range present the target
shape as a less important factor in comparison to the target sizes.
The geometry study further assessed the square target to find the effects of both length
(lx) and width (ly) on the range of inductance output. For a 2 axis SITS, the results present
the target width as a less important factor in the sensor range, rather the parameter serves to
reduce the errors caused by target displacement in non-ideal conditions. While a wider target
will reduce errors in the normal output, errors in the shear are increased. Coupling this with
the range results presenting limited returns for targets wider than 7mm, the optimal value of
width for the current coils is 7 mm, or the diameter of a single coil.
The target length results presented similar findings. A longer target would give additional
range for the normal output of the sensor, however would also increase the resulting error
from the non-ideal displacements. Furthermore the range of shear output would be severely
limited. Therefore once again a mid range size is selected, offering a compromise between
sensor resolution and error in both dimensions.
Rotation about the y axis had the greatest effect on the sensor outputs in both normal
and shear. The error induced in the reading was equal to around 0.05 mm difference in the
normal output, and a 0.5 mm error in the shear value. From this it is clear that the prevention
of target rotation is key factor in the optimisation of the sensor. A potential solution would be
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to keep the ratio between the thickness and width (Tela/Wela, Figure 6.9) as low as possible,
preventing large moments being created from applied shear forces. This however would
reduce the range of the normal output, and would be highly dependent the material properties
of the elastomer used as a substrate. Advancements to the simulation to include a mechanical
analysis of the elastomer would allow the sensor to be further optimised to prevent target
rotation.
T
ela
W
ela
Fig. 6.9 Schematic indicating the geometric parameters of the elastomer which may help
prevent rotation: Elastomer Width (Wela) and Thickness (Tela)
The full 3D simulation focused on the variance of coil parameters to identify their effects
on sensitivity. In terms of raw inductance the square coil offers 12% more sensor range
than the circular coils, but noes not necessarily mean a higher sensitivity in both dimensions
because of the different distributions of the magnetic fields produced (Figure 6.8). Because
of the nature of eddy currents increasing in a stronger field, the areas of highest sensitivity
will be found at the areas of high field strength. In the circular coil, the field is focused on the
inner edge of the coil, and so a greater shear sensitivity will be observed as he edges of the
target pass this area, in particular at low shear forces. The square coil has the field focused
on the corners of the coil, and would likely observe a consistent sensitivity across the full
shear range while presenting a lower normal sensitivity.
The changes in coil separation were assessed to deduce the interaction between the
powered an un-powered coil. As the un-powered coil is present in the generated field, eddy
currents are induced in the same manner as the target. In a similar manner to the target
vertical displacement, smaller separation between the coils caused a drop in the inductance.
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While this reduces the sensor’s sensitivity, the relatively small drop of 1.6% can be deemed
acceptable to reduce the size of the sensor.
From the above investigation, parameters may be drawn to produce a more optimal 2D
SITS. A square target has been shown to offer higher sensitivity with lower error compared
to a circular target. For sizing, the square target should have a length equal to the distance
between the coil centres, offering the best combination of normal and shear resolution. Target
width should greater or equal to the coil diameter to reduce the effects of y-axis shear, while
keeping sufficient resolution in x-axis shear and z-axis normal movements. The coil size may
be reduced to fit smaller size requirements, however this will also reduce sensor resolution in
all axes.
6.5 Chapter Summary
This chapter presents advancements to the design tool proposed in Chapter 5. Two different
3D models are presented, a less complex version to investigate target parameters and a full
geometric representation to investigate coil interactions and shape. The optimum target
is deduced to be a square of equal dimensions to the distance between coil centres. The
optimum coil geometry was deduced to be a length equal to the distance between coil centres,
and a width slightly greater than coil diameter. The complex simulated showed that coil
separation may be reduced to the minimum that manufacturing tolerances will allow, and
indicated some interesting relationships between coil shape and sensor resolution. These
parameters will be applied in future research to develop an optimised version of the SITS.

Chapter 7
A Sensor for Slip Detection within a
Grasper Jaw
Chapters 5 and 6 presented a method of target optimisation for a two-axis SITS. With
optimum parameters for the target deduced, a two-axis SITS is built, calibrated, and used to
detect slip on a soft tissue simulant.
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7.1 Chapter Objectives
The primary aim of the two-axis SITS is to reduce errors in surgical tissue manipulation
tasks through the identification and thus prevention of slip (Chapter 4). This work involved
fabrication and evaluation of a 2:1 scale fully functional prototype for detailed investigation,
followed by fabrication of a 1:1 scale prototype to assemble a proof-of-concept instrumented
grasper system.
Objective 7.1 To fabricate and characterise a scaled prototype of the proposed two-axis
SITS
Objective 7.2 To assess the performance of the sensor in the detection of slip on soft tissue
analogues.
Objective 7.3 To fabricate and evaluate the efficacy of a 1:1 (miniature size) two-axis SITS.
7.2 Sensor Fabrication
A two-axis SITS was produced using the optimised target parameters from Chapter 6, with
parameter presented in Table 7.1. A pair of 7 mm diameter coils with the same specification
as Section 5.3.2 were used to measure the inductance drop. The coils were fabricated on
polyimide film by a standard FPC process (FS Technologies, co., ltd.; Shenzhen,China). The
elastomer layer was laser cut (VLS3.50, Universal Laser Systems; AZ, USA) into squares of
8 mm size. The conductive targets were cut from copper sheet, and then the three layers were
attached using cyanoacrylate glue. The sensor was then affixed to an acrylic mount with
double sided tape (3M; MN, USA) for insertion into the calibration system. The assembled
prototype is shown in Figure [FIG] The calibration method is presented in Section 7.3.1.
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Table 7.1 Target parameters for the sample SITS
Thickness 0.2 mm
Width (x) 8 mm
Length (y) 8 mm
Target separation (z) 2 mm
7.3 Sensor Characterisation
The SITS has been build to the optimum specifications, the response under loading has not
been explored. Therefore an analysis was planned to characterise the sensor across a two-axis
range of allied forces.
7.3.1 Experimental Configuration
To characterise and evaluate the SITS, a similar experimental configuration to Section 5.3.2
was used. Two linear micro-positioning stages were arranged to allow horizontal and vertical
movement (Figure 7.1a). The horizontal stage was fitted with a 6 axis Force/Torque sensor
(Nano17-E, ATI Industrial Automation, NC, USA) to monitor the applied forces. A custom
LabVIEW (National Istruments, TX, USA) program was used to control the stages and to
acquire data from the F/T sensor and SITS. The sensors were calibrated with a quasistatic
scanning process with 1mm in the z axis, and ± 2mm in the x axis, with step sizes of 50 µm
(Figure 7.1b). A Genetic Programming (GP) algorithm [142] was used to generate calibration
equations from Lx,z to Fx,z.
7.3.2 Sensor Performance Evaluation
The hysteresis and repeatability of the two-axis SITS was assessed using the same experi-
mental configuration as the calibration (Figure7.1a). First the sensor was indented over 100
cycles in the Z axis to a displacement of 1 mm at 0.2 mm/s. The shear output was assessed
by preloading the sensor to 10N and applying a 1mm shear to the copper target at 0.2 mm/s.
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Fig. 7.1 a) The experimental test platform used to calibrate and characterise the 2-axis SITS;
and (b) Scanning method of the calibration
Fig 7.2 a & b show the first five cycles for both compression and shear, indicating the sensor
output closely matches that of the Nano17. The hysteresis of the sensor in both shear and
compression were assessed by recording the output of the two-axis SITS over a loading and
unloading cycle under the same conditions as above. The maximum hysteresis errors were
8.77 & 9.71% (0.09 & 1.55 N) of the maximum applied shear and normal force (0.03 & 16
N) (Figure 7.2 (c) & (d)).
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Fig. 7.2 Five cycles of the Normal (a) and Shear (b) loading repeatibility test; and Hysteresis
in Normal (c) and Shear (d) axes of the sensor
7.4 Slip Evaluation
Tests were conducted to evaluate the sensitivity of the sensor for the identification and
quantification of slip. The system was used to probe a tissue simulant (Adult Skin, SynDaver
Labs, FL, USA [143]) placed under a slip regime. The simulant was selected as an alternative
to the porcine model used in 4, owing to it’s similar frictional properties [144] and the
removal of specific disposal requirements for animal models.
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7.4.1 Experimental Methods
The test system used in section 7.3.1 was modified to fix the hydrogel sample on the horizontal
stage (Figure 7.3). Applied stress and shear speed were identified as key variables within the
grasping environment (based on findings from section 4.3.2) and were accordingly varied to
replicate different conditions related to surgical grasping. Compressive forces were applied
by lowering the sensor to varying displacements from 0.25 to 1.00 mm. The sensor was then
moved 20mm horizontally at three speeds between 2 and 6 mm/s to replicate the conditions of
section 4.3.2. A total of twelve conditions (three speeds x four displacements) were repeated
six times, totalling 72 tests. The displacement was controlled and forces were recorded at
100 Hz through a custom LabVIEW VI.
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Fig. 7.3 (a) Schematic of the friction testing setup, indicating the actuation cycle (1. Loading,
2. Shear, 3. Unloading, 4. Return to starting position); and (b) Photo of the clamped hydrogel
sample
The output data was post processed using MATLAB (Mathworks, MA, USA) to generate
the coefficient of friction (µ) at all points along each test (Figure 7.4). The point at which
slip occurred was defined as the first peak, or the point at which the differential (dµ/dt) first
became negative, as in Chapter 4. At this point, the current frictional forces (FXZ,slip) and
coefficient of friction (µslip) were recorded. Each loading case was repeated 6 times. The
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point of slip was identified on each individual response, with the six repeats for each condition
then being averaged to give an overview of each metric. Results were then correlated and
compared against existing data on hydrogel friction.
FX,Slip
μSlip
FZ,Slip
(a) (b) (c)
dμ
dt
<0
Fig. 7.4 Example plots of the force and Coefficient of Friction (Mean ± SD) (a) Loading
Phase, (b) Shear Phase, (c) Unloading Phase. The slip point (dµ/dt < 0), Forces at Slip
(FXZ,slip) and Friction at Slip (µslip) are indicated.
7.4.2 Results
The mean force profiles for each grasping condition are presented in Figure 7.5. It can be
seen that across all conditions the normal force increases under initial loading, and then
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reduces under shearing. This reduction could be explained by the varying resultant force on
the target, as shear force is applied the target it deforms laterally and tilts slightly. During the
unloading phase, the normal force reduces to zero faster than the shear force, indicating a
slight difference in the recovery period between normal and shear.
The mean profiles of the coefficient of friction are presented in Figure 7.6. Many
conditions show an initial increase to a peak before showing a trough. The unloading phase
for the higher load cases shows a sharp peak in the coefficient of friction. This is an artefact
of the different rates of recovery between the sensor dimensions. As the force approaches
zero, the resultant CoF increases exponentially.
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Fig. 7.5 Mean shear (FX ,slip,blue) and (FZ,slip,red) force profile ±SD, separated by condition.
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Fig. 7.6 Mean Friction Coefficient (µX ,slip) profile ±SD, separated by condition.
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For each of the cases, the normal and shear forces (FX ,Z) and the friction coefficient (µ)
were recorded at the point of slip. The consistency of the repetitions was assessed using a
One Way ANOVA for each metric, all of which achieved p>0.99 indicating no significant
differences between repeats.
It is evident from Figures 7.7a & b that different loading cases cause variances in both
normal and shear force, increases in all cases but one. Different speed cases also vary the
measured forces in both shear and normal force. In normal force (Figure 7.7b) an increase in
speed causes a decrease in force for the three lower load, however at the higher loading case
an increase is observed. For shear force (Figure 7.7a), the speed affected change in force
varies dependant on applied load, with some cases increasing and others decreasing. Due
to this variance, it is needed to assess not only the raw measured forces but the coefficient
of friction calculated from them. Two way ANOVAs gave p<0.0005 in all cases, indicating
significant differences in both shear and normal forces between all loading cases and speeds.
(a) (b)
Fig. 7.7 (a) Mean values of FX ,slip±95%CI; and (b) Mean values of FZ,slip±95%CI
Figure 7.8 presents the change in coefficient of friction with varied load and speed.
The mean value of µslip across all cases was 0.052 (±0.015 SD). An increase in vertical
displacement and normal load causes a decrease in µslip whereas an increase in horizontal
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speed causes a decrease. This is consistent with previous studies on the frictional properties
of hydrogels [145, 146].
Fig. 7.8 Mean values of µslip±95%CI
7.5 Grasping Sensor Prototype
For the SITS to be used within a grasper face the sensor needed first to be miniaturised to
less than 5 mm width, as specified by the design requirements in Chapter 2.5.
As magnetic fields have a predictable spread around specific coil geometries [147] the
sensor may be miniaturised according to the existing trends in target geometry, keeping the
target geometries to the same ratio as the coil geometry. The miniaturisation of the coil will
cause a significant drop in the inductance and resolution of the sensor. This presented a
key design challenge based on the LDC chips used to measure the coil inductances. The
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LDC1614 was limited to a maximum 10 MHz coil resonant frequency and minimum 0.25
kΩ resonant impedence, resulting in a minimum measurable inductance of around 0.2 µH.
New coils were produced to conform to the design requirements, shown in Figure 7.9a.
Two-layer coils of 3.5 mm diameter were produced with 6.5 turns per layer with 100 µm
trace width and spacing, totalling 13 turns. The coils were more densely packed than the
previous coils used in Chapters 5 & 6 having a smaller spacing in the centre of the coil. A 4
mm square target was suspended above a 4 x 4 x 2 mm section of EcoFlex 00-30 silicone,
and arranged between the coil centres. The sensor was calibrated according to the procedure
in section 7.3.1 up to a maximum of 4.8 N (300 kPa) normal and 1.0 N shear.
4 mm
3.5 mm4 mm
(a)
(b)
Fig. 7.9 (a) Schematic of the miniaturised coil, indicating coil and target sizes; and (b) The
manufactured prototype, with the sensor mounted on a toothless 5 mm laparoscopic grasper
(Epix, Applied Medical)
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The sensor was affixed to the face of a pair of representative 5mm atraumatic surgical
graspers (Epix, Applied Medical, CA, USA) with cyanoacrylate glue (Loctite 401, Henkel,
Germany). Because of the size of the connector used to connect to the sensing electronics, a
section of the FPC was left overhanging the side of the grasper. The sensor replaced one of
the two silicone pads on the face of the Epix graspers, allowing the sensor to directly contact
any grasped sample to directly measure the tissue tool interface.
7.5.1 Performance Evaluation
To evaluate the performance of the prototype graspers, a consultant urologist performed two
grasping tasks to assess the performance in the angular face of the grasper. The tasks were
performed in an EOSim portable laparoscopic training platform (eoSurgical Ltd., Edinburgh,
UK) used in Chapter 3. The tissue simulant used for slip analysis (Adult Skin, SynDaver
Labs, FL, USA [143]) was used to replace ex-vivo tissue for the grasping task. The setup is
shown in figure 7.10.
The first task involved ten compressions on the tissue simulant. Two typical grasps are
presented in Figure 7.11a. For both grasps, the normal (compressive) force rises to just over
1N, before quickly reducing after pressure is released. This equated to just over 50 kPa,
reflecting the average pressure for a consultant grasp deduced in chapter 3. The main problem
with the dataset is the presence of shear force on the compression test. A small amount of
shear would be expected, however in this case the shear value is at the maximum range of
the calibration. This may be explained by the rotation of the sensor under compression.
As the scissor action faces close around the sample, the proximal end of the target
makes first contact, causing a rotation of the target to roughly 10° (Figure 7.12). Because
of this effect, when fully closed the target will be rotated around 10°. Owing to the linear
relationship between rotation and shear measurement error presented in section 6.3.1, the
scaled displacement error was 0.5 mm. This was equal to the displacement at which 1N force
was achieved in the shear axis.
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Fig. 7.10 Test equipment for the performance evaluation of the prototype sensor
After the consultant test was complete, an attempt was made to reduce the effect of
rotation on the grasping sensor by reducing the thickness of the elastomer layer from 2 mm
to 1 mm. The change in sensor resolution in both inductance and force was measured to
quantify the effects. For both normal and shear force, inductance change was increased when
the elastomer layer was reduced (Figure 7.13 a & c). For force, the normal force range was
increased nearly tenfold (Figure 7.13 b) while little difference in range was observed in the
shear measurement (Figure 7.13 d). This increase in resolution with a thinner elastomer
layer is a result of the target being present in a sronger field close to the coils, causing a
sharper change in inductance. Because of this, the thinner elastomer may be advised for
future iterations of the sensor.
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Fig. 7.11 Force data from two typical grasps from the (a) Compression and (b) Pull tests
7.6 Discussion
This chapter presents an optimised two axis SITS as a demonstrator of the technology’s
capabilities. The SITS was build according to the target geometries suggested by the design
tool in Chapter 6, and used the same coils used in the validation of the models. The sensor
was calibrated using a commercial six axis load cell and a genetic algorithm to generate
calibration equations.
The hysteresis of the sensor in normal and shear response was 9.71 and 8.77%, respec-
tively. While this initially seems large, further inspection of the response shows that the
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Fig. 7.12 Indicaton of the target rotation under compression in the grasper face
highest error is observed in the unloading portion of the cycle. This would be more signif-
icant in cyclic testing, however the tissue slip metric focuses on the loading curve in both
dimensions. As the sensors are more accurate in this case, the hysteresis error can be seen as
acceptable.
Coefficient of friction calculated from the slip testing was reported as 0.052±0.015.
While this is consistent with the static coefficient of friction of hydrogels [145, 146] it is
much lower than that observed in Chapter 4. The surface of the SITS was a flat copper
surface compared to the triangular teeth of the simulated grasping environment, explaining
the variance in friction. This can be seen as a benefit however, as the sensor can detect slip in
low friction environments.
While the normal forces measured by the miniaturised sensor were of the same magnitude
as previous experimentation( Chapter 3) [25, 110], the shear readings were the same across
both the compression and pull tasks. This indicates a significant problem with the measure-
ment, likely caused by an un-optimal elastomer geometry. This effect could be reduced
using a thinner elastomer layer, however this would cause the range and resolution of the
normal reading to be reduced. To fully optimise a miniaturised sensor, further investigation
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Fig. 7.13 Normal force and inductance range variations over a 0.7 mm target displacement,
showing differences between the 1 and 2 mm elastomer thicknesses
is required on the elastomer layer to fully understand it’s response under abnormal loading
cases such as the grasper jaw.
The inductance magnitude of the miniaturised sensor was much lower than that of the
initial prototype, with a coil inductance of 0.5 µH compared to 3.2 µH. This will cause
a large decrease in the range and resolution of the sensor, as the raw inductance change
will be lower under the same target displacement. Therefore this will need to be raised to
allow sufficient resolution of the sensor. To do this the number of turns in each coil must be
increased. With current techniques, this may be achieved by:
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• Increasing Winding Density
By reducing the wire width and spacing within the coil, the number of turns in the
same area of each layer may be increased. This will boost the inductance at the cost of
a more complex coil, requiring more advanced manufacturing techniques.
• Increasing Layer Count
An increase in layer count will increase the total number of turns in the coil. An
increase of layers from 2 to 4 will increase the overall inductance by 330% [134]. This
will require a more complex manufacturing technique, and will increase the thickness
of the FPC. This is acceptable, as the extra layers will add less than 200µm to the
overall thickness.
Finally, the inductance ranges of the thinner miniaturised prototype seem to indicate
a higher range and resolution for the observed force and inductance changes. While this
shows promise the response of the sensor is not fully understood, particularly the mechanical
response of the elastomer in relation to multiaxial forces. Therefore future investigation will
be required to gain further insight into a truly optimised SITS.
7.7 Chapter Summary
In this Chapter an optimised two axis SITS is manufactured calibrated and characterised as a
demonstrator of the technology, showing low hysteresis and high repeatability. The sensor
is successfully used to measure the coefficient of friction at slip on a low friction surface,
indicating it’s potential in the assessment of slip in a grasper jaw. A miniaturised prototype of
the sensor is produced to fit within the geometric constraints of the grasper face. The sensor
performed well in the normal measurement, however shear measurements showed significant
errors. A thinner version of the miniaturised sensor was tested, showing a higher resolution
than the previous version. These results are very promising, indicating the potential of a
miniaturised SITS for use within a surgical grasper.

Chapter 8
General Discussion and Conclusions
In this section, relevant results from all chapters will be discussed to encompass the research
topic as a whole. The methods of grasping task optimisation will be discussed, as well as
how the simulated investigation could benefit SITS optimisation as a whole.
8.1 Assessment of Research Objectives
Section 1.1.1 presented several objectives for the research project. This section details the
manner in which the objectives have been fulfilled.
1. To identify appropriate sensing technologies which may be integrated into a surgical
grasper.
Tactile sensing was identified in Chapter 2 as a key mode of sensing for the optimisation
of grasping tasks. A range of relevant tactile sensors were assessed for their potential for
integration, with a wide range of tranducer technologies.
2. To characterise the forces applied by surgeons to tissue through laparoscopic graspers.
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Chapter 3 details the investigation into the forces applied by surgeons in a simple grasping
task. Characteristics of the forces applied were realised between different skill levels of
surgeon, with relevant applied forces carried through to later chapters for further analysis.
3. To select an appropriate sensing approach for the improvements of grasping tasks.
Two methods of grasping optimisation were presented in Chapter 4 two prevent errors
cause by the incorrect application of force. Tissue slip prevention was identified as the
superior metric as the detection of slip can be seen as independent of tissue type, as it
searches for the pint where dµ/dt < 0. Also, it allowed the compressive force to be reduced
to it’s minimum, as such the upper bound of safe grasping would not be reached, nullifying
the effectiveness of the NSRc.
4. To investigate the design parameters needed to optimise the chosen sensing method
for the optimisation of the grasping action.
Chapters 5 & 6 present modelling methods of the SITS intended to investigate the
design parameters of the sensor. A variety of target configurations and coil parameters
were assessed, and concluded in specific target-coil geometric coupling that would give the
optimum sensitivity from a two axis SITS.
5. To produce and evaluate a demonstrator of the sensing technology in laboratory
conditions.
Chapter 7 details the production of an optimised two axis SITS. The sensor is evaluated
for it’s hysteresis and repeatability, showing a good response in both manners. The SITS was
then used to detect slip on a tissue simulant showing it’s ability to be used in conjunction
with the optimisation method presented in Chapter 4.
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8.2 General Discussion
Surgical graspers have been identified as the most prevalent cause of error within MIS,
having been associated with over 1/3 of all errors [114]. Of these 4/5 were attributed to
incorrect force application on the grasped tissue causing either crush trauma or abrasions from
slippage. This presents a clinical need for the improvement of grasp force control to improve
the grasping change and Therefore they present a potential area of improvement. In particular,
a lack of force sensing on the grasping surfaces has been shown to increase the chances of
error, owing to the lack of kinaesthetic and tactile feedback masking the applied forces from
the surgeon [25, 110, 111]. This lack of feedback is present in manual laparoscopic tools,
and in completely removed in current master-slave robotic assisted systems.
To mitigate the chances of error, and so improve the action of grasping, various feedback
techniques have been proposed, however the levels of efficacy are mixed [148–150]. As
robotic surgery becomes used in more complex and delicate surgeries, the increase in tissue
fragility will reduce the margin of error for force application [23]. As such the need for
intelligent surgical tools will only increase in the coming years.
To measure the applied forces within the surgical environment many have proposed
miniaturised force sensors to be integrated within the grasper face. Each of these modes,
however, present limitations that offer a non-optimal response (Chapter 2.4). One mode
in particular, the soft inductive tactile sensor, was identified as a sensing mode with high
potential, but further understanding was required to fully understand the design requirements
for surgical grasping.
Some previous studies had been performed to quantify the forces applied to objects by
surgeons through graspers [49], however data on the forces applied to tissue was limited
[25, 54]. The results of Chapter 3 and it’s resultant paper agreed with the previous studies
in the upper bound of pressures applied by surgeons, and also revealed a link between a
surgeon’s skill and their mean applied force in the tissue. While this chapter served as a
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method of defining the bounds of compressive forces, the results may be used to inform the
wider field of grasping to assist different improvements to the tools.
The primary requirement for the SITS was to provide a measurement range of up to
300kPa in normal force. An analysis of relevant literature revealed a distinct lack of data
regarding the pressure applied to tissues by manual graspers, focusing mainly the application
of specific pressures directly to tissues. Because of this paucity of information, many existing
sensors are calibrated to either an arbitrary value of force based on the design configuration
[151], or simply report an uncalibrated sensor output [10]. The pressure is seen as more
significant than force in the optimisation of a grasping task [25, 27], and so it’s calculation
is key for a grasping force sensor. The SITS presents an immediate solution to this. As the
sensor protrudes slightly from the grasper face, the contact area can be defined as the surface
area of the upper face of the sensor. Other sensing methods in line with the grasping face
would require further sensors to detect the area of tissue grasped to gain the ability to directly
calculate pressure.
Chapter 4 indicated that to assess the tissue tool interface for grasper optimisation, a
minimum of two degrees of freedom are required. This is echoed by other research across
various sensing methods within the grasper face [49, 92, 117]. The current scaled SITS
prototype measures in two degrees of freedom, with hysteresis errors of around 8%. While
this is higher than comparable ’hard’ sensing methods such as optical fibres [92, 152] and
capacitive sensors [151], they hysteresis levels were consistent with other elastomer-based
tactile sensors [16, 153]. Others sensing methods have been used to create 3 DoF tactile
sensors to measure the lateral shear [154] of the grasper in addition to the compression and
axial shear of the current prototype. While this surpasses the current capabilities of the sensor,
three axis versions of the SITS have been proposed [99]. This will however require further
efforts to the miniaturisation to fit within the standard 5mm grasper face.
Owing to the small size constraints of the surgical grasper face, the repeatability of
manufacturing becomes a significant problem. The FPC, silicone and target were produced
using precision techniques, however the final assembly of the prototype sensor was performed
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manually. This caused variance in the inductances between sensors under zero load, meaning
individual calibrations were required for each prototype. This is a significant disadvantage
compared to piezoresistive sensors [8, 10] which show excellent repeatability between
prototypes. Some potential solutions to the manufacturing precision exist, such as the use of
conductive polymers as both target material and elastomer substrate. Carbon nanotube doped
silicone has been proven to be an adequate replacement for metallic targets in eddy current
sensors [155]. Using a single continuous layer would reduce the chances of manufacturing
errors, but would increase the complexity of the coil interactions.
While increased forces had previously been liked to higher tissue trauma [25], little
existed on the detection of slip through force analysis. This was central to the research to
define the lower bound of forces needed to maintain an optimal grip, thereby minimising
grasping forces and ensuring that they were kept far below the upper bound. Other methods
of slip detection exist for tissue, however relied on different transducer mechanisms such
as vibration [156] and temperature measurement [116]. These other methods are limited as
there is no potential for slip detection within the sensor; it can only detect the moment that
slip occurs. Using forces within the calculation, however, will allow a threshold friction to
be established to be used as a preventative measure. Through analysis on tissue (Chapter
4) a method to detect the point at which tissue slips was established. While this has not
been used in a grasping interface, the searching for a local maxima is used in tribology to
detect the point of slip is a standard process [146, 157, 158]. The measure was successful for
detecting slip both in the simulated grasping environment as well as the prototype sensor.
Such a measure has the potential to be used as a closed loop control method for a robotic
grasper by minimising the compressive forces to ensure a secure grip on the grasped tissue
while also reducing the chance of crush damage. This would prevent the two main causes of
damage caused by graspers [114] with a single implementation of sensing.
Finally, a decision must be made on the suitability of the sensor to be used within a
commercial clinical environment, and the advancements required for the sensor to be fully
suitable. The grasper mounted prototype has shown that the sensor in it’s current state may
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be deployed on an existing grasper, however the quality of the sensor response was reduced.
TO rectify this, the inductance range of the smaller coils must be increased and further
optimisations must be investigated based on the size and geometry of the elastomer layer.
The biocompatibility of the device must also be investigated. Because of the intention for
the sensor to directly contact the grasped tissues, all materials on the outer face must cause
minimum immune response from the body. Copper has been shown to cause an extensive
immune response from the body [159], and so the open-metal face of the sensor must be
encapsulated to prevent contact. PDMS presents an ideal candidate for this encapsulation,
offering a inert, biocompatible surface to contact the tissue [160] while remaining moderately
flexible to allow deformation of the sensor.
The measurement signals from the SITS coupled with the slip detection method have the
potential to be deployed in both manual and robotic surgical graspers in two different ways.
In manual graspers, the metric may only be used to present haptic or visual feedback to the
surgeon as a warning. Robotic systems present a more interesting use of the metric. While
still allowing the use of feedback, a closed loop control of the grasper could be implemented
to minimise the compressive force while maintaining a secure grip on the tissue.
While the current state of the sensor is not fully suitable for use in a grasper, without the
restrictive size constraints it had been shown to respond precisely to applied forces. Because
of this the sensor lends itself to deployment in various robotic technologies where robust
multi-axis sensing is required, where less modifications must be made for the sensor to be
fully functional. In particular, as the sensor has been proven for use in gripping tasks it may
be directly applicable general robotic manipulation tasks. Further to this, the scalability of
the sensor range based on the elastomer stiffness would allow deployment to both low and
high force applications.
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8.3 Future Work
This research has given an insight into the requirements and design characteristics of a multi
axis tactile sensor used for surgical grasping. This section looks towards future works which
may be conducted to further optimise the designs of such sensors.
8.3.1 Grasping Task Optimisation
The two presented methods of grasping optimisation showed promise, however further
research is required to ensure the efficacy of both metrics.
• Tissue Slip
Slip has been evaluated with the prototype sensor, however this was under specific
conditions of parallel grasping faces. Under the scissor-jaw mechanism used in most
graspers, thicker grasped samples would exhibit extremely different reactions forces,
and the frictional interaction would be different to that of the ex vivo equipment. Further
investigation using in vivo conditions can be performed with the sensor deployed on
the face of a scissor jaw grasper to apply the forces, as this more accurately represents
the surgical environment.
• Closed Loop Control
The outputs of the SITS could be used as the input into a closed loop control system
to be be implemented into a robotic system. This would use a combination of the
two methods to both minimise grasping forces while ensuring a secure contact with
the grasped samples. The control system would both reduce trauma from current
robotic systems, and pave the route towards the fully autonomous grasping of tissues
in surgery.
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8.3.2 Simulation Advancements
While the SITS simulation performed well overall, further advancements may be made to
more accurately simulate the properties of the SITS.
• Coil Size Variation
In the current model, a single size of coil is investigated. This allowed the validation
of the model with and existing set of coils without the need for time expensive design
and manufacture of new, varied coil sizes. Future models could use variable coil sizes
to assist in an optimised miniaturisation of the sensor. This could potentially offer a
more optimal sensor than the existing grasper prototype, with enhanced range in the
same geometric constraint.
• Elastomer Analysis
Currently the simulated environment relies simply on the electromagnetic link between
coils and target to optimise the design characteristics of the sensor, and so the simulation
outputs only the dimensional inductances. The addition of an elastomer layer in
the simulation would allow for applied forces to be simulated rather than the target
displacements in the current model. This would allow a full optimisation to occur
dependent on factors such as the elastomer stiffness and geometry, and to tailor the
sensor to the intended application.
• Three Axis SITS Simulation
The current model simulates a two coil, two axis SITS. While this particular was
chosen due to geometric constraints in the grasper jaw, the modelling process may also
be applied to SITS with further degrees of freedom. While some characteristics of
the models may be carried across, the different target position will cause variation in
the optimum parameters for the target. Further investigation will be required to fully
optimise such sensors, however the current methods will undoubtedly assist in this.
• SITS Design Tool
Once optimised and simulated across the proposed conditions above the simulations
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may be used to create a design tool for all instances in which it may be used. The
design tool would allow a user to input their sensing and geometric requirements to
generate the optimal SITS design for the scenario. This would be the final step in SITS
design, and would be applicable for any application of the sensor.
8.4 Concluding Remarks
While methods of optimising grasper performance exist, they do not fully represent the
relationship between the grasper and tissue. The work presented in this thesis details a new
approach to grasper optimisation intended to reduce multiple errors during surgery. To assist
the validation of the optimisation method, analysis has been performed to define the forces
applied in surgery and to assess the improvement method parametrically. Current methods
of intraoperative force sensing are insufficient for this approach, therefore a new mode of
sensing is applied to the face of a laparoscopic grasper. To remedy this paucity, a soft tactile
sensor has been optimised for usage in the grasper jaw, and has been validated to be sufficient
for the task of grasping improvement.
Whilst the main theme presented in this thesis has focused on the optimisation of MIS
grasper usage, the research within is relevant to multiple fields. The notion of slip detection
in soft objects is applicable not only in the surgical field, but may be applied across the whole
research area of robotic manipulation. Similarly, the optimisation of the SITS geometries
further explores a new sensing technology, which may be applied to a variety of applications
in which multi axis force sensing is a requirement.
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